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until his miserable death In 1896.
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Monte sur moi comae une fern me
Que je baiserals en gamin
U, c'est cela, e*es 1 tit malnT
Tamils que son vit c'enCre, lame
Dans du beurre, du (tolas ainsi
Je puis te balser aur la bouche,
Te faire une langue farouche
Ec cochonne, ec al douce aussll
Je vols tea yea* auquels ]e plonge
Lea miens juaqu'au fond de con coeur,
D'ofl mon desir revlent valnqueur
Dans une 1 inure de aonge.

Ton cul a cheval sur mes culsaes
Les peoecre de son doux polds,
Pendant que s'ebat BOH lourdois
Aux fins que cu ce rejouissee
Et CU te rejouls, petit
Car void que Ce belle gourde
Jalouse auaal d' avoir son role
Vice, wire, gonfle, grandlt,
la goucce, la perle
Baldlf. Clell
Avane-courrfere , vieot brlller
Ad neat rose:
l'avaler.
Hoi, je le dole, pulsque deferle
Le mien de flux.
Or c'est nan lot
De falre tot, d'avoir aux levTCS
Ton gland chert, CouC lourd de flevres
Qu'll dccharge en un royal flot.
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Sent ant bon la fleur d'amendler
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La solf de Col qui
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Mais 11 va, rtche ec genereux,
Le don de con adolescence
.

lvre d'eCre beureic

Climb on top of me like a
Whom I'd fuck as a street
There, that's It, are you
While my prick penetrates

Andre

Stein

woman
urchin
all comfy?
you, like a Dlade

In butter, at least 1 can kiss you
This way on the mouth,
With a tongue savage
And foul and yet so sweet!
I
see your eyes, into them I plunge
heart.
My own to the very bottom of your
Whence my desire returns conqueror
In a dreamy lust.

Your ass straddling my thighs
Penetrating them with their soft burden.
While my heavy prick is frolicking about
Only to make you rejoice
And you do rejoice, my little one.
For I see your beautiful gourd
Eager to play its part
Quick, quick, it bulges, grows
Stiffens. Heaven! the drop, the fore-running
Pearl comes to glow
At the rosy meatus: to swallow it
into
I must, since mine is breaking

A foamy flux. Now
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Paul Verlaine at the age
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must hasten

To behold on my lips
Your cherished glans heavily loaded
With a royally discharging flow of fevers.

Supreme milk, divine phosphorus
Spreading the good smell of almond blossoms
To which the bitter thirst comes to beg
This craving for you who are devouring me
Rich and generous the gift
Of your adolescence sanctifying
My total being, drunken with happiness
With your essence.
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editorial:

never going back
to aIn this issue. Body Politic expands its efforts
the gay and
ehieve a national perspective uith articles on
usual neus
feminist movements in the West, as usll as the
kaumce Flood,
itens of national interest. In addition,
to our
chairperson of GATE in Vancouver, has kindly acceded
personrequest that he contribute to our editorial page his
so far.
al assessment of the gay movement in Canada
in the past two years. It is timely to reThe Gay Liberation Movement has made advances
arrive at a common interpretation of their sig^
view our experiences so that we can attempt to
Me want to be able to spell out
nlf lcance. In so doing we will equip ourselves theoretically.
gay politics, or what a number of
at -.
tt is we mean when we speak of gay liberation,
clearly what
the
Two things
sisters and brothers are coming to designate as sexual politics.
is to
movement. The present
immediate aims of gay liberation and the overall goal of the
homosexually
presently
who
are
human
beings
of
obtain full civil rights for the large minority
society in which the labels
oriented. The eventual goal of our struggle is the creation of a
we mean a soc"heterosexual" and "homosexual" will be thought to be archaic. It follows that
expression of sexuality. It would
iety which will ensure and protect the free development and
one. It
heterosexual
a
society
would
be
a
that
such
to
suppose
fantasy
heterosexual
be sheer
society without the
won't! It would be equally fanatical to imagine that we can create such a
help, support and effort of straight allies.
between the present focus of
It is essential to understand that there is no contradiction
human personality,
the struggle, civil rights, and the final object, the full liberation of the
straight and gay alike. Gays are coming to comprehend that the two are intimately inter-connecfacilitate the
will
beginning,
in
fact
only
Just
which
is
ted. The present civil rights fight,
creation and development of a gay liberation consciousness. In the practical realm where we are
forced to live. It will lay the groundwork that will permit more and more gay people to come
moveout and enter the struggle. That alone will aid in the growth and strengthening of the
I

I

ment.
When we look back over the past two years of intense and often lonely endeavour, the most
obvious source for enthusiasm is the growth of the movement. From a few small, scattered groups
mostly lacking a coherent program, we have grown slowly to the extent that gay liberation Is
spread out right across this vast country, and in groups with a clear political purpose, civil
rights. It should come as no surprise that numerically we remain relatively small. The peculiar form of oppression which gays suffer accounts for this fact. This will, I think, be the
case for a lengthy period to come. Only the faint-hearted, and the opponents of gay liberation,
will pillory the movement for Its thin forces. The crucial point is that we exercise an influ-

ence quite beyond the organized expression of the movement.
There have been many contributions to gay liberation in these two years. In my opinion, two were of considerable Importance: that made by the Gay Alliance Toward Equality in Vancouver, and that made by The Body
Politi c In Toronto.
G.A.T.E. pioneered In the fashioning of a democratically structured, action-oriented organization which
sought to relate to the central fact that close to two million gays in Canada lack meaningful civil rights
taken for granted by straights. Non-exclusion was a cardinal feature of G.A.T.E. No brother or sister was
barred because of other political beliefs. What we sought was a program and a strategy for gay liberation as
a common basis for action. In Toronto, the founding of The Body Politic assured that the movement had a serious Journal which started to tell the truth about their sexuality to brain-washed gays. For the first time
there existed a forum where a theory of liberation could be adumbrated and debated. Just as important, the
contributions of gays to art, culture and civilization could be brought to light. In reaching out and meeting
the genuine hunger of gays for news written by and for gays, the paper developed gay pride and the beginnings
of gay solidarity.
What did we achieve politically? By plunging into the political arena In the Ontario Provincial Election
in 1971. the British Columbia Provincial Election in August 1972 and the Federal Election later that year,
we shattered a few myths, put gay rights on the map in Canada as a potentially serious force, and gained valuable political experience. We educated the entire population, on radio, on television, and where it counts
on the streets. Above all, we gave hope and courage to countless gays who are as yet unable to come out,
but whose "latent" gay pride was stirred.
Continued next page
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The publishing of a promotional advertisement for a gay newspaper In the business section of the Toronto Star classifieds
does not initially appear to be sufficiently subversive to rend
the Canadian social fabric. We conclude, therefore, that the refusal of the Star to print The Body Politic 's ad (see News of the
Gay - for details) reveals instead its very real fear of homosexuality. It Is a fear which is not amenable to rational arguement
dnd which continues to deny the basic civil rights of a substantial portion of the population. In this case, it has thwarted a
quite marginal attempt by the gay press to reach our constituency,
a constituency which up to now has been all too successfully fragmented and intimidated into silence.
The Toronto Star is cleary guilty of discrimination against
the homosexual minority. The Ontario Press Council has judged the
refusal of the ad discriminatory, yet it lacks the power to enforce any decision on the newspapers which compose its membership.
Confident that the adjudication of the Press Council is ineffectual, the Star has refused to change its policy. We are not surprised. The Star has a history of bigoted journalism relating to
gay liberation and the gay community. It has persisted in the exhumation of tired myths and facile defamation in its coverage.
This time, however, we will not accept the Star 's contemptuous
treatment. Shibboleths about the sanctity of 'family' newspapers
are ludicrous and can no longer masquerade as explanation.
The lesson to be learned from this episode is that as long as
we are not recognized as a minority, and given legal protection
In human rights legislation across Canada, we will continue to be
subjected to the caprice of ignorant employers, landlords and businesses, bigoted publishers and timid institutions (both public and
private). For now, we must concentrate our efforts to secure such
necessary legislative changes. We must be prepared though to take
further steps if all the legal channels fail. That point may soon
be reached.
•)£
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929-3185
Lesbian Drop-in: Frl. 8pm

i.mc* Toward Equality
•m 6572, Station G
Vancouver 8
681-4768

Cay People of U.B.C.
Box 9, Student Union Building
University of British Columbia
736-5319

Women's Place
1766 W. Broadway
736-84 71

ALBERTA
Cay Alliance Toward Equality
P.O. Box 1B52
Edmonton, Alts. T5J 2P2
Sybil can House
11028 - 85th Ave.

CALGARY
A People's Liberation Coalition
KB. 314
;;: - 12th Ave. s.w.
Calgary, Alta. T2R 0C9
263-4996 <?PH - 11PM)

SASKATCHEWAN

York University Homophlle Assoc.
215 Ross Humanities Building
Cays take phones at the
Harbinger Counselling Service
Rn>. 214 - Vanler College Res.
11AM - 1PM (Mon-Fri) - 667-3632

University of Toronto Homophlle Assoc.
S.A.C. Building, Hart House Circle
Meetings: suspended until autumn
Cay Alliance Toward Equality (G.A.T.E.)
4 Kensington Ave.
Toronto M5T 2J7
364-6731
Meetings: Wed 6PM

Community Homophlle Assoc, of Toronto
406 Jarvls St.. Toronto M4Y 2G6
Phones: 964-0653, 964-1299
24 hr. emergency service
CHAT Centre: 14 Hagerman St. (upstair
Tues 8PM-general meetings at centre
Thurs 8PM-women's night at Jarvis off
Sun 2PM- Java coffee session at office

HAMILTON
Cay Liberation Movement-Hamilton
P.O. Box 44, Station B
Hamilton L8L 7T5
Meetings: alternate Tues 8PM
Senior Science Building-Rm. 272A
McMaster University

SAS i:

University of Western Ontario
Homophlle Assoc.
U.C.C. # 203C
U. of Western Ontario
London. Ont. N6A 3K7
679-6439
Meetings: Mon 8PM

WINDSOR
Gay Unity
Box 2, Sandwich P.O., Windsor
Meetings: Wed 7PH
U. of Windsor. Rm 2103, Math Bldg

The Women's Place
968 University Ave. W.

QUEBEC
GAY-McCUl
3480 Hctavlsh St.
Montreal 112
392-8921

CAY-Vanler
Vanler CEGEP
Ville St. Laurent
744-4935. 744-0138
Montreal Women's Centre
1433 Bishop- Apt 2
Women's Liberation
3694 Ste. Famllle
Montreal 130

Saskatoon Gay Action
P.O. Box L662
Saskatoon, Sask.

Coamunlty Centre: 124A - 2nd Ave. H.
Drop-In: 7:30PH - 10PH Wed
652-0972
REG IMA

University of Saskatchewan Homophlle Assoc,
c/o Students' Union Building
University of Saskatchewan
Reglna Campus

KITCHENER- WATERLOO
Waterloo Universities Cay Liberation
Movement
c/o Federation of Students
University of Waterloo
Office:
Rm. 217C - Campus Centre
Heetlngs: Mon 8PM. Rm. 113. Campus Centr
885-1211 (ext. 2372)

Kitchener-Waterloo Women's Caucus
Box 664, Kitchener

OTTAWA

NOVA SCOTIA
HALIFAX

Gay Alliance for Equality (G.A.E.)
Suite 207
1585 Barrington St.
423-7657 (7PM - 10PH Thurs-Sun)
Meetings: alternate Wed. at 8PM
The Universalist Unitarian Church
5500 Inglis St.

omen's Liberation Movement
2259 Cameron St.

MANITOBA
WINNIPEG
Cayt for Equality
Box 127 (Km. 1026)
University Centre
Varsity of Manitoba
474-8211 (local 16)

Womwn'a House
175 Nassau St. N.

Gays of/d'Ottawa
P.O. Box 2919, Station D
Ottawa KIP 5W9
Meetings: alternate Tues.
at Pestalozii College, 160 Chapel
22nd floor lounge 8PM
GO-Centre Drop-In: Rm 601 Pestalozzi
7-1DPM Mon-Fri 4 2-7PM Sat & Sun
238-1717

GO-Carleton University
Meetings: suspended until autumn
Language Lounge
Patterson Hall - Rm 11
Ottawa Women's Centre
136 Lewis St. (rear)
233-2560

Any Cay or Women's group
wishing to be listed wit
'
Paul Macdonald
c/o Community Page
4 Ken'
2J7 Ont.
A Toronto
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The Star claims, in a reply dated Feb. 26
from Lionel Mohr. the Director of Marketing,
that It is not their policy "to accept advertieing ahiah uould identify or find to identify
a person ae a hanosexual OT to can
isemente relating to homosexual OBtitfitV." Bl
also claimed that the Star could "incur legal
,

liability by the publication of eueh advertising.
The Clobe has refuged to even give a reason
for lu rejection.
The Body Politic immediately appealed the
Star 's decision to the Ontario Press Council,
a body which has been described as muscular
but toothless. On April 11, the Press Council's
formal adjudication was released to the Media
and read as follows:

publisher hae the right to determine
the acceptability for pubtiaation of
any advertisement and decisions may be
based on many different considerations.
in this case the Counoil feels there was
discrimination in the refusal to publish
a simple advertisement for a periodical
"A

.

On April 16, three members of The Body Politic collective met with Lionel Mohr and Ed Demchuk (Manager of the Classified Ads Department)
for an hour long discussion of the Star 's policy vls-a-vls homosexual classifieds. They
stressed that their position as a "family newspaper" (never defined) would not allow them to
carry ads of a proselytizing nature regarding
sex, and expressed concern for young people who
might inadvertently encounter such an ad while
perusing the personals. Mohr did state, however,
that, in light of the Press Council's adjudication, the paper was reviewing its policies
-nlng hcmosexual ads. The Body Politic
entatlves were informed this review, oby exhaustive, might take as long as live

In a strongly worded letter dated Hay 2 to
Beland Honderlch, publisher of The Toronto
Star , Fred Zesans, Director of Parkdale Community Legal Services and legal counsel for The
Body Politic , stressed again the discriminatory
nature of the refusal. As well, he said, "We
consider the Star's continuing refusal to be
an act of public betrayal of the role of the
Ontario Press Council." The supposed fear of
contingent llebllity by the Star was also dismissed. Zenana said: "We find no legal basis
to this position and uould submit that (It) is
without basis in fact or in law."
On April 10, an entirely new dimension was
added to the situation. The latest issue of
The Body Politic - number 8 - was ready to be
printed. After making the usual appointment.
members of the collective brought the final
copy to the printers. Newsweb Enterprise of
Hlllowdole. only to be told nothing could be
done until management had approved It. Newsweb
then Informed The Body Politic that they were
not prepared to print the paper at this time.
The decision, according to a conversation between Douglas Dempsey of Newsweb and Fred Zemans, was the result of action by The Toronto
Star . Newsweb, it was learned, Is 801 owned by
the Star . It enjoys a virtual printing monopoly
In the Toronto area: almost all of the alternate and leftist tabloids are printed there.
Being non-union, they can charge lower prices.
Guideline definitions of what Is acceptable
to Newsweb are supposedly being drawn up by
Newsweb lawyers. There was no indication of
what the guidelines might be or how long they
might take.

!

photo: Holdenl

picket to coincide with the change of the first
shift from 7:30 to 9:00 am. The new Star building Is located on the edge of the waterfront
and isolated from the rest of the city by an
elevated expressway and rslls. Chilly winds
buffeted the plckcters as they described their
ritual circle of protest.
Media coverage was not great. The event was
Ignored by the CBC. both TV and radio. The Globe
and Mall and The Toronto Sun were also silent.
The best response seemed to come from smaller
stations and CBLFT-TV, the new French language
irted the demon!
The Stai
ii.ii m.iil
In
but persisted in Its use of
any reference to 'Cay Lib'.
The second demonstration occurred between
3:30 and 5:00 pm. Thirty-five plcketers appeared
for this one. A reporter emerged froi the building and told of the considerable Int.
fslrly
roused within. Reactions to leaflets
positive. Several exiting columnists
Dempiled with pertinent Information and
into
a
leaflet
pressed
chuk of Classifieds had
his reluctant hands as he scurried Into the
building. A plainclothes policeman was there
to photograph every Individual participating
In the picket. Attempts to force him to identify himself failed. Other policemen called in
refused to co-operate In revealing the identity
of the local constabulary's shutterbug.
The Body Politic understandably has been
forced to delay publication until we could
find another printer within our financial means.
We think the delay and the whole issue more
than worthwhile and productive for us. He hope
our readers concur. And remember, it all began
with a tiny, unacceptable ad.
Thomas Paine once said: "But euah is the
irresistible nature of truth, that all it asks,
and all it uants, is the liberty of appearing."
It may be all we ask now, but it Is certainly
not all that we want.
;
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Since the situation had escalated Into a
major attempt to strangle the gay press In Toronto and all other channels had been exhausted.
It was decided to organize a two-part demonstration outside the Star building on Wednesday May
2nd. Sponsored by The Body Politic -and the newly
formed civil rights group, CATE. the demonstration was planned to direct public attention towards the Star 's discriminatory policies as
well as to leaflet the employees of the newspaper. Fifteen people appeared for the first

,
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THE BODY POLITIC

CLUBS (only #2 1s licensed)
1.

Faces. 795

Sejwor St.. 688-6516

7. Hampton Court. 1066 Seymour St.,
689-5025: Vancouver's newest, «en
and women nightly except Sunday.

13. The Taurus Spa, 1233 Hornby St.,
687-1915: 24 hours/day.

The most popular club with the youngest clientele, women and men. Ex»
eel lent sound system. Open 7 nights
a week.

Thunderblrd Cabaret. 856 Seywur
St., 687-5221: Licensed for food
and liquor. Cover charge SI. Fri.
and Sat. $2.
2.

3. Champagne Charlie's, 612 Oavie
St.. 681-6627: Nightly except Sunday, clientele largely women.

4. The Playpen, 1369 Richards St.
685-7936: Leather and a 'no women'
policy. Only open on week-ends.

The Corral. 887 Seymour St. 6874337: Features shuffleboard and pool
tables. 7 nights/week.
5.

12. Oino's. 744 w. Hastings St.,
681-2722: 24 hours/day.

8. The Ambassador. 773 Seymour St.
Many move next door to Faces when
the bar closes at midnight.

14. The Drake, 636 Drake St.. 6830719, Noon to midnight, Fri. & Sat.
all night. Masseur available.

9. The Vanport, 645 Main St. Patronized largely by older drinkers.
Popular spot for women.

15. The Nuwest Steam Bath, 553 Front
St.. Hew Westminster, 526-2913. 24
hours/day.

10. The Castle, 750 Granville St.
Many gays still patronize The Castle
even though the management has an
anti-gay policy.

16. K.G.'s, 1277 Robson St. 24 hours
P day. Lots of club people after the

BATHS

clubs close.

Richards St. Service Club, 1169
Richards St., 684-6010, 24 hours/day.

17. McDonald's. 897 Granville St.
Plastic hamburgers from 7:00 am to
11:00 pm. 12:00 on week-ends.

11.

18. Bino's Pancake House,
St. 24 hours/day.

6. B.J.'s, 339 M. Pender St.. 6814822: Has the best air conditioning
in town. Women welcome.
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22. Wreck Beach:

PARKS. BEACHES AND PUBLIC

A nude beach just
off the U.B.C. Campus. The south
end is almost exclusively gay.

PUCES

Police harassment of gays in public
places is on the upswing in Vancouver.
Take heed.
19. Stanley Park: especially the
west side.

20. Crystal Pool: On English Bay.
The parking lot features an intri-

Birk's Clock, south-east corner
of Granville and Georgia: Strictly
trade.
23.

VANCOUVER'S MAIN GAY
ALL LISTED ON THIS MAP.
ARE IN THE DOWNTOWN AREA
OTHERS ARE ACCESSIBLE BY
LIC TRANSPORTATION.

PLACES ARE
MOST OF THEM
AND THE
CAR AND PUB-

ORGANIZATIONS
24. Gay People of

U.B.C, Box

9,

Student union Bldg., University of
British Columbia. Phone 736-5319
or 681-4768 for information.

cate game of "Musical Cars" every
night.

Kitsllano Beach: Watch out for
unmarked police cars at night.
21.

Robert Cook

&

John Scythes

25. Gay Alliance Toward Equality
(GATE), Box 6572. Station G, Vancouver 8. Phone 681-4768 for info.
No permanent meeting place.

THE 800' POLITIC

AUGUST&JULY
A-. ust and July * fU» by Murray Harkowltz, with Alexa de Hcil and Sharon
Smith. A Crawley Films and Paradise
Films Production.
.

When invited to view a screening
of August and July the day before It
opened at Clneclty. 1 was excited by
the prospect, because I, for one, had
great expectations for this movie. I
had been intrigued by the title. Interested by the proliferation of large,
colourful posters all over the downtown
area, and I, months before, had dismissed the opinions of the reviewers in
Macleans and Saturday Night (both panned It heavily) as very prejudiced and
therefore unsympathetic to what the
film dealt with. Surely the first Canadian Lesbian movie couldn't be that
bJd!

Unfortunately it was. There are
just too many problems within it to
make the viewer feel comfortable or involved. The situation - there is no
story per se - Is that two young women,
Sharon and Alexa, think they love each
other, and allow the camera to take in
their 'first summer together". There
Is no true progression, in the characters, in the relationship, in time, or
by the roving camera: it all seems like
the same boring day. The action operates on two levels: the first, as the
women c avert about in various states
of (un)dress In the countryside of Alllston, Ontario, or In bed, where the
camera has great fun panning, silhouetting and going misty-eyed at all the
Idyllic scenery: the second, as the
heroines talk, only opening their mouths
tu analyze, analyze, and analyze some
more, while the camera probes their
faces, and searches out symbolic things
to include. The camera and the actresses have been badly misused. The women
seem to sense, as the viewer soon does,
that the camera intrudes too closely,
both physically and spiritually. They
feel compelled to stutter, giggle and
trail off through reams of Inarticulate
explication. There is a distance between
them that the camera seems to symbolize:
they are women in love with each other,
and are embarrassed by this and the camera's presence. So they spend much of
their dialogue asserting to the camera
and the audience that they really do
get off on men, implying that they are
not really Lesbians (!M), but are having a spot of trouble trying to explain
their relationship to each other, therefore hassle each other constantly.
Since there is no other character in
the film to bounce this all off of, only the camera, they are challenged and
not aided In their preliminary attempts.

BODY POLITIC
SPEAKER'S
BUREAU
Do you need a speaker or speakers to
discuss some aspect of homosexuality

and gay liberation? The Body Politic
has a core of experienced resource
people composed of members of the collective and their associates willing
and able to perform such tasks. Our
group has already spoken at high
schools, universities, community colleges and before various professional groups. He can guarantee a stimulating and thought-provoking presentation. Speakers fees are requested,
if possible. Phone: (416) 364-6731 or
write: Speakers' Bureau, The Bod
y
P olitic . 4 Kensington Ave., Toronto,
ftSTJST.

so that rifts expand between them, the
camera, and the audience. Their affair
seems doomed, because too difficult.
The acting was, for the most part,
terribly wooden, along with overwhelming apologetics, making the whole thing
sadly stultifying. Sharon Smith's repertoire consisted of sighing, grinning,
fluffing out her gorgeous, red, naturally curly hair, and opening her clear
green eyes till her eyeballs threatened
to pop out. Alexa de Hell was more openly hostile to the camera's Intrusion
between them, but at times transcended
her moodiness and apprehension about
this third party to become less restrained in words and actions, as when
she tries to explain to Sharon why she
sometimes has to be alone, and how
Sharon's demanding nature makes her
feel inadequate. This scene Is real and
truly touching. Uhen Sharon speaks with
fervour about the feelings she has
when she 'rapes' Alexa, she seems to
forget the camera, and enjoys herself,
as does the audience, for a few, tooshort, seconds.
During the film, I had the impression that Murray Markowitz was trying
to make a Lesbian version of Love Story
but by movie's end, concluded that all
he had succeeded In making was an hour-

and-a-half mish-mash that wai
tu the Loud family than anything else.
He was looking at all the wrong things
too intensely in trying to show how
'meaningful' the women's love was, thus
he gave the women and the camera the
wrong direction, and botched it up.
From beginning to end there is a distance between the women that Is not resolved - they are afraid of what they
are doing to each other by being what
they are, and so tend to alienate each
other by not coming to grips with their
feelings realistically. The camera work
is as uneven and jumpy aa the dialogue,
and the oinana verite approach falls
to enchant or satisfy the viewer. Very
little was done properly In the making
of this movie - and It wounds me to
have to say that: by Sappho! 1 wanted
to love that movie, but there are Just
too precious-few moments In it worth
cherishing.
I went to see August and July genuinely wanting to be shown something
by this film - I left, having been shown
how not to make a movie, and still waiting for the first Canadian Lesbian movie.
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BODILY

NEEDS

STUDIES?
EFFORTS ARE BEING HADE TO OBTAIN A
GAY STUDIES COURSE (FULLY ACCREDITED)
THROUGH THE INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO. TO BE SUCCESSFUL, UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS MUST DEMONSTRATE AN INTEREST
IN SUCH A COURSE. WOULD ANY UNDERGRAD
AT THE U of T INTERESTED IN THIS POSSIBILITY PLEASE CONTACT THIS PAPER SO
THAT UE MAY ORGANIZE AND C00RDI1IATF
THIS UNDERTAKING. WRITE OR PHONE Till
BODY POLITIC , 4 KENSINGTON AVE.,
TORONTO MST 2J7. (416) 364-6731.

K.

donations of any amount

1.

Honey

2.

- willing to help with layout, or who want to see their work
featured in a gay paper.

3.

Street vendors - willing to sell
the paper in bars or on the street.

-

Artists

Office supplies: pens, DESK LAMPS,
letraset, STOOLS, typewriter ribbon {IBM Selectric), graphic arts
tools, SMALL FILING CABINET, 'a
light table.
Send any of the above to: 1 Kensington Ave
Toronto M5T 2J7
Or call 364-6731 for pick-up.
4.

r.:s

ROD* POLITIC

BOOKS
LAMES AUlAimCK

well-read enough In the biographies of
theae ladies, one would recognize more
readily Just who each of Barnes' caricatures represent. These Include Dame Evangeline Mussel, our heroine. Patience
Scalpal, the sceptic. Lady Buck-and-Balk
wearing a monocle and believing in spirits, Tilly-Tweed-in-Blood who sported
a Stetson and believed In marriage, Masle
Tuck-and-Frlll, the sisters Nip and Tuck.
Sounding Bess, Doll, High-Head and LowHeel, Daisy Downpour, the Madame in Mittens, and others of Saint Musset's friends
and lovers, all ladies "Too fine for Bell
and too swift for Heaven," The closest
l_ can
get to Identifying any of these
as known figures are Lady Buck-and-Balk
and Tilly-Tweed-in-Blood as Una Troubridge and Radclyffe Hall, and High-Head
and Low-Heel aa Gertrude Stein and Alice
B. Toklas, but even that is speculative.
So much for name-dropping...
The book is structured, very loosely,
after chapbook almanacs of a much earlier
vintage, complete with stylized illustrations, poems, a song, mythology and
Zodiac. (The present edition. November
1972, Is a replica of the original 1928
edition.) There are twelve main sections,
each named after a month of the year.
The story winding through this is "Tale

WKITThN * ILLU.NTRATED

BY A LADY OF FASHION
Barnes, Harper &
:8 pages, $6.85.

Ladle 9 Almanack OJui
Row, Hew York, 1972.
,

i

Ladles Almanack was first published
privately for Miss Barnes In Parle In
1928. Her pseudonym for that edition was
"A Lady of Fashion", but the cognoscenti
of Paris In the 20's knew precisely who
the author was, and who was who in the
book's cast of characters. For Paris
during this era was the City of the Future for the arts, and everyone Involved
In the various artistic circles knew everybody else's business
both artistic
and private. There was every sort of
expatriate and visitor there
Pablo
Picasso, James Joyce, Ernest Hemingway,
Vaslov Nijinsky, Igor Stravinsky, Gertrude Stein and Alice Toklas, Radclyffe
Hall and Una, Lady Troubridge, Janet
Planner and so on ad caelum
most notably the American expatriate colony, of
which Djuna Barnes was a member.
The subject of Ladles Almanack is
the ladies of Paris who formed a subcolony there
the Lesbians. If one were

—

—

—

—

of as fine a Wench as ever oat
Dame Musset, "who was in a Day an Amazon unhorsed", or, in other words, the
progress of a rather sly Lesbian crusader who loved women
all of them,
young and old, single and married, rich
or poor. We follow her exploits and conquests up until her death at ninety-nine.
The account of her funeral ("December")
is a hilarious and rambunctious tour de
force.
The whole book is delightfully tonguein-cheek In Its approach to Lesbianism
but make no mistake, It is very definitely about Lesbianism
as Lesbian
relationships mannerisms, personalities
and stances are examined. The tone is
surprisingly militant: there is something
special and sacred, even heroic about
Lesbianism. The Sapphist is the woman
who has "lost both God and man", who
quests for a different sort of wisdom

Gay Antholosiesi
Out of the closets
voices of gay liberation, Karla Jay and Allen Young
(ed), Douglas, 1972;
404 pages, $3.95
(paper)/$7.95 (cloth).
:

&ay liberation book Len Richmond
and Gary Noguera (ed)
Ramparts Press,
1973;
208 pages, $4.75 (paper only).

Jhg.

,

,

KEN POPERT
Both of these books are anthologies. An anthology can be a difficult
book to review because at once it is
the single work of Its editors, created with a purpose and a plan, and
it ia many works, created by diverse
Individual writers. These two aspects
have to be taken Into account in rendering a Judgement.
The stated Intentions of the editors In gathering the material for
each of theac collections differ somewhat, although perhaps not enough to
Justify tvo books Instead of one.
It
la clear from the foreword to Out
of
the closets that Jay and Young wanted
the process of selection to be guided
by three conslderationa:
to limit

—

—

—

,

Djuna Barnes, in Par.:.
Ima of
publication of the Ladies Almanack
.

and love than the ordinary woman. That
Wisdom comes "when she hae no cause for
Children and no effect for Babes"; that
Love is her love for other women, "and
not the more commendable, seeing
(we) do it without the Tools for the
Trade, and yet nothing complain?".
Stylistically, the reader is not
quite ready for the machinations of
Djuna Barnes' prose without having read,
with some glimmer of understanding,
James Joyce's Finnegan's Wake or Ulysses ,
a smattering of Gertrude Stein, or at
least some of Jill Johnston's latter-day
Joycean meanderings.But her style's complex convolutions do not in any way obscure what she is obviously having so
much fun saying In such an enjoyable format. In addition, the eroticism la explicit in Its own fanciful fashion
sheer gorgeouaityt
Ladles Almanack is a short and dazzling divertimento, and great lyrical
amusement: a must for every genteel LadyLesbian's library!

—
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coverage to writings by and for radical gays, women as well as men;
to
stress the links between gay liberation and other liberation movements;
and to reflect the differences existing within the gay liberation movement. The selection of articles for
inclusion in The gay liberation book
was governed, according to the editors, by their desire to limit the
book to the experience of gay men, to
omit the less radical side of the gay
movement, to omit certain gay male
subcultures (for example, sadomasochism), and to reflect differences
within the gay male liberation movement.
Considering these two sets of
criteria in isolation from their execution, I prefer those of Jay and
Young. My reason for this preference
is that the validity, even the possibility, of constructing a coherent account of gay male liberation without
reference to feminist Ideology seems
questionable. This is not to say that
any attempt to do so is to be condemned a priori, but rather that It
should not be undertaken In blissful
Ignorance of Its shaky character.
This Is precisely what The gay liberation book does. There is also the
matter of the title, which mlsrepreeoi
ued next page
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relevant
sents the book as a document
however, I
Co both women and men;
tor
suspect that the responsibility
and not
this lies with Ramparts Press
with the editors.
anthoUnhappily, neither of these
correslogies reveals a satisfactory
the
pondence between the promises of
editors and the contents. Richmond
the greater
ind Noguera are probably
In partioffenders in this respect.
to limit
cular, their stated intention
wing of
the contents to the radical
flouthe gay movement Is outrageously
truth to
It would be nearer the
ted.
have
say that radical perspectives
conservbeen ousted in favour of more
ative views. There are contributions
Ginshere by William Burroughs, Allen
Huey
berg, Paul Goodman, John Lennon,
and
Watts,
Alan
Vldal,
[fewton, Gore
Abigail Van Buren; none of these are
gay radicals and some, of course,
This tossed salad of
aren't even gay.
stralghtnese and closetry is spiced up
with an antigay article written by a
member of a men's liberation group.
Although there are articles by genuine
gay llberationists, these are collectively so peripheral to gay liberation
that that the suspicion arises that
they have been included solely to legitimize the book in the eyes of the
Nothing in this collection
movement.
suggests that gay liberation offers a
critical social analysis and coherent
ideology.
Like Richmond and Noguera, Jay and
Young misrepresent their book, albeit
more discreetly, by omitting part of
In the foreword to Out of
the truth.
the closets Jay makes many references
to 'gay people , 'the gay movement',
But
and 'gay brothers and sisters'.
a reading of the book reveals that she
actually means amerlcan gay people',
'the amerlcan gay movement', and 'amerlcan gay brothers and sisters*.
Apparently these two sets of. terms are
synonymous to" Jay. This equation of
humanity with amerlcan citizenship,
when employed by any other segment of
amerlcan society. Is called amerlcan
chauvinism and I see no reason to excuse it or give it any other name just
because it now runs from the mouths of
amerlcan gay radicals. Every contribution to this collection (subtitled
Voices of gay liberation , without qualifications) excepting a letter from
Cuban gays and a Cuban government
statement on homosexuality, is written
by an amerlcan, for americans, about
amerlcans. This situation can only be
the result of a decision by the
editors to confine their book to gay
liberation in the United States. To
publish a book dealing with the gay
liberation movement in a single country may be Justifiable;
to represent
that book as dealing with gay liberation In general is either arrogance or
deceit.
In either case, it demonstrates that a Just sense of the full
expanse and wholeness of gay liberation is lacking in some parts of our
movement
In addition to this nationalistic
Isolationism, Out of the closets suffers from another variety of narrowness, although It Is specifically eschewed in the foreword. Jay claims
that the anthology reflects the fact
that 'gay liberation offers no line,
no pat ansiMrs: we offer only ideas
and questions'. Well, maybe so. But
1 can think of a number of Ideas which
have been floating around in the movement for a while that find no repre.

1

'

,

leaves five articles to consider.
Stuart Byron's 'Cloaet syndrome
makes the observation that one factor
..,,nts U-r the minimal atten.en to gay politics in the
press and on the air is the profound
ignorance of newspeople about Che
Closet and Coming out. Being essentially unacquainted with these phenomena of gay life, they fail to realize
that a demonstration by a thousand
gays is much more significant than a
demonstration of similar size by any
Without underestimating
other group.
the importance of Just plain hostility
assertion in accounting
homosexual
to
for the silence of the media, Byron's
article suggests that an inje.
information should be high on EtlS list
strategies to be used in dealing
L.i
with the news world.
Allen Young's 'Cuban revolution
and gay revolution' describes In some
detail the antlhomosexual attitudes
now rampant in Cuba and thoroughly
criticizes those in the amerlcan left
who, on pseudorevolutlonary grounds,
either defend the cuban position >>r
enjoin movement gays to remain silent
While 1 think
on this subject.
Young's article Is a good response to
these people, I can't help feeling
that it is symptomatic of the amerlcan gay liberation movement's unhealthy obsession with Cuba and, by extenToo
sion, with the amerlcan left.
many gay radicals in the United States
feel that gay liberation has to be
validated by the so-called left In orTo quote Patrick
der to make it real.
Wlggleknife, a lowly faggot, 'I don't
recall Karl writing about liberation
(from
for "some" oppressed peoples'
'Out out damned faggot' in Richmond
To the extent that gay
and Noguera).
liberation recognizes the validity of
the struggle against all forms of oppression, it is the left; and any
self-styled leftist who disallows the
importance of gay liberation merely
reveals the extent of his parasitic
deluBlon. We ought not concern ourselves with such people.
'Uotee on gay male consciousnessraising' Is a distillation of the accumulated experience of early CR
it contains suggestions for
groups;
the scructurlng of individual sessions, topics for discussion, a description of some unproductive patterns of behaviour, and some advice
which is intended to ensure the smooth
and just operation of a group. The
article is excellent, but I feel that
the authors ought to have included a
cautionary statement about the use of
their outline for consciousnessraising. There Is much detail in this
outline and its literal application
It
could easily kill off a group.
should be employed as a group of suggestions, not as a set of Instructions;
used with some flexibility,
it could be a valuable Instrument.
John Knoebbel's 'Somewhere in the
right direction' describes the dynamics of a gay male living collective
over a period of five months ending
i

Photo by Frans Verbunt/Arasterdaro from The Gay
Liberation Book, Richmond and Noguera, editors
sentation here; these have to do with
masturbation, sadomasochism, transexuallsm, and pederasty. Thus, like
Richmond and Noguera, Jay and Young
omit from their book significant subcultures. The difference is that
Richmond and Noguera are explicit about the omission, whereas Jay and
Young simply say nothing about it.
Because these two books wander in
different directions from the similar
plans of their respective editors,
they tend to be complementary in their
coverage. The lack of genuine gay liberation material in The Ray liberation book is redeemed in Out of the
closets ; the relentless americanism
of the latter is somewhat offset by
contributions to the former from Canada, Brazil, Britain, France, Italy,
It Is unAnd so on.
and Australia,
fortunate that we could not have had

a single book with a reasonable editorial policy faithfully adhered to.
Obviously, If this review is to
be kept down to a writable and readable length, I cannot treat individually all the pieces which make up
these two anthologies. A choice has
I have decided not to
to be made.
consider anything which has already
appeared elsewhere, on the grounds
that no purpose is served in reviewing that which has already been read.
Of the newly published material in
these books, purely as a matter of
personal (but not arbitrary) choice,
I have excluded anything which falls
into one or more of the following categories: political poetry, because
so far politics and poetry have been
mixed only to mutual disadvantage;
personal testimony, because, like its
prototype. Lives of the christian martyrs . It tends to be unproductlvely
depressing; transcribed dialogue, because this kind of clnema-verlte In
prose Is always disorganized and Imprecise; and Mcleansy articles, because they either expatiate on eternal themes or organize the obvious.
A liberal application of these
principles to Out of the closets

with its dissolution. There are some
useful observations here on the forces
which led to the disintegration of the
group, although what was clearly Its
It
main problem goes unrecognized.
seems to me that the collective set
itself squarely on the path to destruction by placing too great a demand for change on Its members. To
summarize radically, each member was
r-Mtd page 22
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at* forced to live deeply underground.
many w»y«, the region etlll conform* to this
However, bolstered by the success of
Image.
[miration* In Toronto and Vancouver,
the Prairies have begun to form what
> to be * very exciting gay liberation
Croups In Calgary, Edmonton, Saskatoon, Regtna and Winnipeg have been created
vlthln the past couple of years. The advent
>i,ns has done much to alleviate the fruatrations and oppressions faced
by gays as a result of the puritanical moral
•thlcs of the region.
Organizing the various groups has heen a
long, dlfllcult process not only because of
societal attitudes but also because of reThe
•Crletive, geographic factors,
population of the Prairies la quite sparse,
creating a strong sense of Isolation. Consequently, the development of a strong, united
gay community wos difficult to achieve since
Mir wide dispersal of the population meant
that a concentration of gay people in one
central area did not exlat.
The preponderance
>

i

of

offs. As a result, Canada's first registered,
private membership organliat Ions with exclusively gay members were formed In Calgary and
The popularity and success of these
Edmonton.
two clubs prompted similar organizations to
be formed in Winnipeg, Saskatoon and Begins
shortly thereafter.
With the formation of these clubs the vital first step towards the growth of gay conSufficient numbers
sciousness had been taken.
of gays had been brought together to instill
a sense of unity and confidence In the gay
community.
Stage two In the development of
gay organizations, the creation of gay liberation groups, could then be proceeded with.
Because gays had been able to effectively organize without the presence of an established
ghetto to act as a detriment they should have
enjoyed an Initial advantage not present in
other areas. Such did not prove to be the
case, however, since the ghetto mentality,
which was always present and only lacked a
physical environment to breed In, has begun to
manifest Itself.

GAY DISSENT

i

cant

that many gay men and women had to cope
with the frustrations Involved with living In
a small. Isolated community, away from any
form of gsy society.
For many years this fostered an overwhelming feeling of alienation
and despair for gays, who felt forced to
rithi-r repress their homosexuality or migrate
to one of Canada's larger cities.
Unlike Vancouver or Toronto, cities on the
Prairies hsd neither the opportunity nor the
population to develop distinctively gay districts or ghettos.
The only places where gays
could meet were In parks or clandestine little
gatherings at disreputable straight bars.

VITAt FIRST STEP
None of the reglo
even provide coma rclally operated rip-off
clubs for gays to patronize, let alone any
form of gay liber itlon organization.
Hence
was possible for
person to live In one of
these cities without ever becoming a part of
the gsy community.
For this reason, gays remained scattered and disunited even in relatively large centres like Edmonton or Winnipeg, deapite the existence here of substantially large gay populations.
Smaller cities
like Saskatoon and Reglna did not even have
enough people to effectively take over a
straight bar In which to drink or to establish a concentration of people in one area.
Rather than remain in auch sterile surround'njts. gay* usually chose to move to Vancouver
whet* the lifestyle wae much more exciting.
This transient condition only added to the
nearly insurmountable sense of Isolation
which existed amid the gsy ranks.
Too* tbs first task confronting gays on
the Prairies w*« overcoming the problem of
Isolation by bringing together sufficient
numbers of gay people to supply the nucleus
(or luture groups,
furthermore . to prevent
the continued Migration of gays to other
parts of the country, organization* providing
* variety of activities were needed,
ly 1*70,
tner.lor*. a lew people began to work ior the
establishment of common meeting places that
mould be free of straight rente** loo* and rip:

>

This, then. Is the second problem that
Bust be dealt with by liberation movements on
the Pratrles. The private Bembers clubs have
ceased to be a benefit and now offer stiff resistance to the advancement of gay consciousness.
They are beginning to acquire the same
closety aura which characterizes the ghettos
In larger cities and are content to provide
nothing more than weekly dances and other
social activities. Utmost secrecy shrouds all
functions; none of the clubs has been registered as a gay organization. This is distressing because the clubs are giving every Indication of retreating into their own comfortable little self-created ghetto where they
may remain forever invisible.
Such a tendency
makes it possible for the already present
ghetto mentality to become an integral part of
the Prairie lifestyle.
Unless the private
members clubs are able to make the necessary
transition from providing only the social
milieu to that of providing political activism
as well, their Initial success and uniqueness
will be permanently lost.
Groups working toward the objectives of
the gay revolution have been forced to organize Independently of the private members clubs
because of the reactionary attitude which has
taken over the latter. With the exception of
Saskatoon, no city has attempted to create an
organization which seeks to give equal emphasis, time and expression to both the social
milieu and to political Involvement, although
In several cities members of the liberation
movements are affiliated with the clubs. The
degree of dissent between the two factions is
growing constantly, however, and threatens to
destroy much of the unity and confidence
which was so briefly enjoyed. Unfortunately
this second problem Is not likely to be as
easily or as effectively resolved as the first

The final and most crucial problem facing
gay organizations vn the Prairies is overcoming the existing attitudes of the straight
society. Historically, the Prairies have had
a long tradition of germinating many new movements and have generally shown more willingness to implement unique or Innovative concepts

particularly in the area of social legislation.
This political "radicalism" became firmly entrenched only If It fit into the religious
fundamentalism of the region, however. The
prevailing attitudes toward sexuality are
still dictated by a rigidly fundamentalist
Interpretation of the Christian faith and
therefore have hindered the development of
any sort of radicalism with regard to sexuality.
Furthermore all of the Prairie Provinces still
stringently enforce censorship and obscenity
laws with a fervor reminiscent of early
religious reform movements.
This religious moralists Is perhaps the
most disheartening aspect of Prairie society.
The Church has always wielded power and Influence In the politics of the region and
In many Instances even provided the Initial
Impetus for the formation of political "reTherefore, it is not surform" movements.
prising that Manitoba's N.D.P. administration
refused to issue a charter to a club In
Winnipeg which admits to having an exclusively
gay membership.
Like most other parties on
the Prairies, the Manitoba N.D.P. is of auch
a nature that the fundamentalist religious
ethic has become an integral part of whatever "radicalism" may exist. Consequently
the political radicalism expressed by the
region has been of a nature that has perpetuated the moral conserv.it Ism of the
Prairies.
Therefore, movement people, out of
necessity, must be able to publlcally
defend themselves against vicious attacks
An equal knowand barrages by Bible freaks.
ledge of how to Interpret the scriptures
Is essential, in many casea in order to deal
effectively and rationally with religious
fundamentalists . The ultra-conservative
heterosexual bias of our society, when coupled
with this strong Prairie fundamentalism,
provides a formidable obstacle in the struggle
for gay rights.

VICIOUS ATTACKS
Whether or not gay liberation movements
will meet with long term success on the Pralrlea
is debatable.
For the purposes of this article
It is not necessary to engage In such conjecture.
Nor Is It necessary to embark upon a long,
laborious discussion of precleely what the
groups are doing. Let It suffice that, at
present, progress is being made.
Despite the
religious fundamentalism, public exposure
through the media and speaking engagements has
steadily Increased.
Because the Prairies have
always been alone In their uniqueness politically,
time has fostered a sensitivity in the minds
of many in the region to viewpoint* which are
not yet accepted by the vast majority of the
nation.
To some extent, this has aided gay
llberatlonlst* in the struggle to have their
opinions heard even if not readily accepted.
Support for the movement la building steadily
with more and more straight social service
agencies providing advice and assistance to
gays.
Even newspapers in a couple of Prairie
cities have permitted ads by homosexual groups
so that the ability to reach more gaya has
been greatly increased.
Providing both the conservatism of the
straight, puritanical moral ethic and the
apathy of the developing gay ghetto can he
effectively dealt with, gay liberation in
the West should be relatively successful. -T?

INNOCENCE REGAI NED

In March of 1966, I made love to
another person. "So what", you say? As
a result I was charged with an indictable offence, gross indecency. My friend
and I made the mistake of choosing a
fairly private looking but still "public" place for our encounter. Since
the charge "gross Indecency" is used
mainly against homosexuals, I was really
charged with committing a sexual act
with a person of the same sex.
1 was caught with my pants down in
a car on an abandoned wharf In the city
waterfront area, at 1 a.m. Alas, one
lone policeman, valiantly serving the
cause of justice, decided to investigate
our car.
What did he find? Two men unHow
dressed, lying beside each other.
disgusting! Had one of us been a woman,
he would probably have asked us to move
So something
on.
But we were both men.
would have to be done and we were whisked off to the police station.
We were first questioned by the morality squad, who then claimed they had
asked the officer to drop the charges,
but he had his Job to do and the public
to protect (not that the public was in
any great danger from our playful romp).
We were then taken to police headquarters for finger-printing, photographs
and heckling.
After being kept in jail overnight
(with occasional verbal abuse from other Inmates and guards) we were taken
to old City Hall. for a trial in the
morning. The case was remanded to another date so we could obtain legal
advice.
Upon fatherly advice from a friend
of my accomplice in crime (just as
scared and unthinking as myself) we
sought out legal guidance from a fairly good lawyer who had the respect of
the courts. Foolishly, we submitted to
the lawyers demand that we plead guilty.
He let It be known that he was handling
this case as a favour. Normally, he
wouldn't touch a case of this nature
because it could blemish his reputation.
When our case came up in court, he
didn't even go forward before the
bench, but sat instead in the spectators' gallery. The only thing he did
for us was co have a pre-trial conversation with the magistrate which ensured
us the favour of the court because we
both came from good addresses (a curious matter of concern for an institution which claims to mete out equal
justice for all.) The outcome of the
case was a conviction of gross indecency, a $75.00 fine with two weeks to
pay and a bill from the lawyer for $500.
The Incident could be dismissed aa
an "experience of life" save for the
fact that I now had a criminal record.
It should be stated that any one convicted of gross Indecency can no long-

business than it was his.
Another month passed before the
RCMP called requesting an interview
with me which 1 arranged. At Hi
mention was made by me of homosexuality
although the officers questions wer.
certainly hinting at the topic. They
made reams of notes about my job situation (I was unemployed at the time),
my relations with my family and my
friends, and the fact that 1 owned
three cats (either a stabilizing factor in my life or I was Just a cat loving queer). After half an hour of talking, I asked them if they knew everything that they thought was important
in my life, to which they replied, "Yes,
we have a pretty good picture of your
situation and character." I then confronted them with my active involvement
In gay liberation, a very Important part
of my life of which they were totally
er enter a public park, loiter near a
ignorant, and also challenged the relschool yard, playground or bathing area
evancy of so-called sexual normality
without being open to prosecution under
on the expunging of my record. (They
section
on
vagranCode's
Criminal
the
writing madly.) A lengthy discuswere
It also became a major factor In
cy.
sion of homosexuality , normality and
many decisions concerning my vocation.
sblt followed (still writing)
usual
the
politely
but
Several positions were
but I could not convince them of my
definitely denied me when my conviction
the gay lib
ideas. I then stated that
was discovered, and I was laid off by
movement viewed this as a test case as
another firm when my sexual preference
to whether or not an open homosexual
became known.
had equality with heterosexuals under
A few years ago, the federal govthe new law. End of interview (I think
ernment passed legislation whereby a
his pen hand was starting to hurt). It
person with one offense could have his
another nine months before a large
was
or her record expunged after 3 years
manlla envelope (plain wrapper, again)
for a summary offense and 5 years for
delivered by registered mail. Yes,
was
(Expunging
a
an indictable offense.
there it was, I had been expunged, only
record meant the convicted persons file
a year and a half after I had made my
In Ottawa is sealed and can not be opfirst application. It really was quite
ened. Employees under federal jurisan impressive document, suitable for
diction must phrase all questions conframing. Presumably I was to be gratecerning an applicant's criminal record
ful that the Judicial processes had
in such a way that he or she need not
granted me such a favour, but I must
disclose a conviction for which a parthat I remain unmoved. The charge
admit
However, the
don has been received.
should never have been laid against us.
local police still have their records
Only a policeman could consider a desbut gradually provincial and local poerted wharf at 1:00 a.m. a public
lice are starting to respect federal
place. Our grossly expensive legal
pardons and to handle their files acadvisor forced us to plead guilty to
cordingly). Still, it seemed better
a charge that could not possibly hold
than nothing so I made application to
up in court had It been challenged.
have my record expunged. In October of
The police officer's statement would
1971, I called the local office of the
not have convicted us, had we denied
National Parole Board and asked to have
any sexual activity. The most serious
an application sent to me. I received
offense which could have held up in
this the next day - like porno it came
court would be indecent exposure,
in a plain brown envelope. On the apwhich is only a summary offense.
plication they ask for information
The RCMP's Investigation proved
about your place of employment, length
that, at the outset at least, sexual
of employment past and present , length
preference was Indeed considered a subof residence at your present and past
ject of concern for the Parole Board.
addresses, names of friends and businSince homosexual acts between consentess associates that vouch for your
ing adults is legal in Canada, all
character. On the application you can
regarding sexual preference
questions
mark with an asterisk if your references
should be Irrelevant. As homosexuals
do not know of the offense or if you
we
do
have
a right to be created withdo not wish them to know. After making
out bias in the same manner as other
my application, I heard nary a word for
citizens, and if we aren't, we should
6 months, until my references informed
fight. Being a victim
is not really
me that they had been contacted by the
an ennobling experience.
RCMP who questioned them in regards to
David Newcome
my character. There was no mention of
my criminal record but among the questions they asked was whether or not I
was "sexually normal". This strange
question assumes that there is a definition of normal sexual behaviour,
that the RQfP, the agents of Her Majesty, are in possession of that definition and apparently that the answer
had some bearing on the decision regar
ding my expunging. A number of referfronte unitario oniosessuak
ences answered that "yes", I was sexually normal, although probably using
rivoluzionario italiano
a broader interpretation that the ofKbbniumrnlo annual? lire 4 000 da
..
.
ficers had in mind while another proud
~*
Ktuir con vi(iu ptnulc intnUlo
^—-^
t
member of The Body Politic collective
SEF .u ^inFranoacod'Aui. II
i^—
.
answered that he really didn't care,
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and furthermore. It was no more their
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Who wos

Nelli

^ cC
C<

N.

MeClung was born
it*"
Ontario in 1873 and movad W<
district of Manitoba in 1880
Western sectionalism was gall I
lo
*
It was in this sot
strength.
g< id
to*
MeClung spent her early yean p°
on the family farm and atteni*"*
after reaching ten years
with Just six years of educal
attended the Winnipeg Normal
1890.
Upon graduating, HcCli
rural Manitoba to teach, fin
later in the town itself,
was first Introduced to the
influenced by Mrs. MeClung,
ithod
In-law and the wife of a loci
Ihrl^
ter, she withstood social op|
-'
Ji
her first petition in 1891.
association with the temperai
when
ttv
period
from the same
[001
opened the reading and amusti
:'.
MeClung recalls, "became a $<-—
the intelligentsia after fowl *j
afternoons." Catering to McCl
hdtio<
learning and reinforcing her
oce
and aversion to alcohol, temp »
(
a life-long ally for their ca
I.
In 1896, MeClung married
the
itou pharmacist, but it was v H
lv v
her second son that her previ
jnv
Llk
crystalixe.
to
lam began
"
American feminists of the pel i<
feel that "all this protective
'
muam
Ffl
love
inctively motherly
»"'
way and made effective." Shor
began her first, best-sell log
and in it, the relf tion
In Danny
morality 'native' to the womsi s"'J
>ress
was given Its first concrete
With her husband, MeClung bed
In 1911 and there became invO ed Lb
All Peoples' Mission as well
Political Equality League. T
for improvements in the condi
ory workers and consequently
w
led her into the political at
other figure, she was responsl
of Manitoba's Roblin admlnlsti^i'n
and 1915.
This, however, was only th b..x
Having won the vote
career.
with the help of E. Cora Hind '.tnm
Francis Beynon, she turned hai ittei
berta. With Emily Murphy, shi led
forces of that province to vl< iry
worked unceasingly for temper!
tructlon of party politics.
a Liberal M.L.A., fighting foi
protection of women's rights
defeat.
But MeClung did not limit
In I
the Alberta Legislature.
first woman representative to B H
1st Oecumenical Conference; in 936
appointed to the C.B.C. Board
in 1938, she was a delegate tdi|
Nations. More importantly, ho -vet
of the 'famous five' who succej ed
women legally recognized as
This gave women the right to
and on the bench of federal
Having considered MeClung
Is necessary to ask why she ii
u
ant figure to the contemporary ay
~"
Seemingly, It Is absurd
twenty-five years past with o«
1970's, but appearances are,
ceptlve.
The 'why' of McClui
Despite her eff<
her failure.
protection for women, the stal
not significantly improve.
-is true lies both in
tactics. As we shall see, Hcl ng
the family and consequent!
moral power of women, but a c<
was her belief that once womei
nitlon of their rights, they «4i
improve upon all aspects of in r
On the surface, it would
istic arguments of MeClung m
t
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the failure
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of feminism
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in

the west
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Bob Wallace

leading suffragist and
first vaman agricultural editor of
WinmpeS Pn« Press (1901-19$?)
E. Cora Hind,

(_/ne of the most common characteristics of
newly emergent liberation groups is their excessive preoccupation with the acquisition of
if legal guarantees are won,
civil liberties:
It
then equality will follow in their wake.
is, however, equally common for such groups to
move beyond this level of criticism and to develop a more penetrating critique of society as
In part, this may be considered a
a whole.
the inresult of unfulfilled expectations:
herent slowness of the process itself acts as
But much more funda radicalizing experience.
amental is the gradual realization that rights
legislative protectin fact guarantee nothing:
ion simply leads to the evolution of more subtle
It is this
and covert mechanisms of repression.
recognition that has led to the adoption of more
revolutionary approaches to social change among
Blacks and among women; yet, the question of
why rights agitation has failed is one which
has been too often ignored by gay activists.
That this failure may well effect the destruction of theC.iy Liberation Movement is evidenced by the history of Canadian feminism, and
It is for this
in particular, that of the West.
reason that the life of Nellie MeClung is worthy
of examination.
But before discussing the failure of her feminism, it is necessary to consider
the question of who she was.
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AcClung?
County,
the Brandon

>sy
»

Elm* In which

insidcrable
.Llmate that
rovldlng help
achool only
nevertheless,
behind her, she
jol from 1889re turned to
ear Hanltou and
_m here that she
rage movement:
future mother•thodlst minisirlum and signed
lung's formal
movement dated
loltou W.C.T.U.
room which,

wing plaae for
"
on Saturday
,

j

love of

Idhood fear of
ice workers won
a local Manthe birth of
ly vague reformlany Canadian and

she came to
thia inatrganiaed eome
ifterwards, Bhe
el. Sowing Seeds
Itio, of the
Bud to the farm
ty)e,

;sion.

ved to Winnipeg
Woodsworth's
the Winnipeg
latter, working
n of women factwoman suffrage.
More than any
e for the defeat
ion between 1914
i

beginning of her
Manitoba women,
nnethe Haig and
:tention to Aled the suffrage
In 1<J16, and
ind the des1921, she became
he legislative
11 her 1926
:tlvlties to
1, she was the

World Method936. she was
Governors; and
he League of
er, she was one
d in having
ns in 1929.
in the Senate

,e

background, it
till an importiy liberationism
a movement of
operative In the
this case, de—

the 'why* of
s to gain legal
of women did
he reason this
Ln "er

s

nK apotheosized
led the supposed
oaitant of this
on legal recogld penetrate and
n exlSt r:
that the moralc any poaslbll-

feminism with the Cay Libity of comparing her
early
of the late sixties and

nation Movements

activist, she
aeventies; to the contemporary
Such, however,
seems singularly anachronistic.
Why? Because like many actis not the case.
with superivists of our own period, she dealt
It is true that we do not
ficial realities.
any sex:
of
superiority
believe in the moral
Simliberation.
ours is a struggle for human
a valid social
as
family
the
reject
we
ilarly,
the
reject
further
we
But unless
Institution.
oppressive
economic system which has created the
no more
succeed
will
we
family,
the
of
character
than KcClung did.

with
What, then, do we have ln common
early
HcClung, snd, indeed, with any of the
like
It is this:
North American feminists?
the
Anthony,
and
Stanton
even
or
HcClung, Stowe
symptoms,
contemporary liberatlonist attacks the
To the
not the causes, of sexual oppression.
suffragist, it was the vote which was important;
job and imto the contemporary activist, it is
migration restrictions. Just as McClung was an
the
unwitting victim of capitalist rhetoric about
many
family and the power of law, so, too, are
neither
period:
own
our
of
liberatlonists
of the
recognizes that they are dealing ln superficial
realities rather than fundamental causal forces.
which can efIt la an end to capitalism alone
fect equality, and not the agitation for and
procurement of ritualistic legal rights.
wish to
It Is to prove this point that I
show the reasons for the emergence and the
they
where
organizations
feminist
character of
were moBt successful, the West, and ln so doing
to place McClung in her historical context.
Once this is accomplished, the relevance of her
thought and strategy to the Cay Liberation
Movement will become more apparent.
One of the most interesting features of the
Canadian suffrage movement is the differing degree of success it enjoyed in western as opposWhile It is true that
ed to eastern Canada.
both regions gave women the vote within a year
of one another, it is also important to note
that the Ontario Legislature did not grant women the right to hold political office until
1919.
In contrast, three women were elected to
western provincial assemblies in 1917, while it
was also in the West that the first woman judges
and cabinet ministers were appointed. This is
particularly interesting because western feminWhile
ism was a relatively new phenomenon.
suffrage agitation was formally organized in
Ontario in 1883, the first western associations,
with the exception of those in Manitoba, emergMoreover, opposition to
ed only after 1910.
suffrage agitation tended to be much weaker in
in Saskatchewan, for example, the
the West:
Scott administration approved woman suffrage on
principle in 1912 when the subject was first
introduced for debate. Thus, western feminists
not only enjoyed greater success than their
eastern counterparts, but they had much less
difficulty realizing their objectives.

Up from

the farm

In attempting to explain why this was so, it
the dominance of
frontier
agrarian economy effected a limited
a
change ln the sex roles assigned to women.
This is, perhaps, most evident in the differing
power bases from which the movements in eastern
In Ontario, feminand western Canada emerged.
ism was identified with the urban-industrial
middle-class, but this was not the case on the
Prairies. There, the movement relied heavily
upon rural support and was a much more widespread phenomenon.
This was particularly true In Saskatchewan
where Agitation for woman suffrage was given Its
first real Impetus ln 1912 when the Saskatchewan
is legitimate to suggest that

the feminist
Grain Growers' Association endorsed
by tha formIn 1913, this was followed
cause.
ation of the woman Grain Growers* Association,
organized specifled by Violet McHsughton and
bill grantically to press for the passage of a
It is particularing women the right to vote.
that during thia period,
ly interesting to note
rural issue supwoman suffrage was entirely s
and
ported by an Increasing number of farmers
the formation
their wivea." It was only with
League
Equality
Political
Albert
of the Prince
urban
1914 that the movement began to gain
in

support.
A similar but less pronounced pattern
emerged in Alberta where the first real encouragement for the formation of a suffrage organization came from the United Farmers of Alberta.
endorsed
In 1912, the organization formally
Equal
woman suffrage, and although the Edmonton
Franchise League was formed a year later, the
U.F.A. continued to be one of the main vehicles
Thus, it is significant
of suffrage agitation.
that when Arthur Sifton announced his Intention
to introduce legislation enfranchising women,
James
he did so first to U.F.A. President,
Speekman
Saskand
Alberta
in
movements
the
Unlike
atchewan, that of Manitoba was more clearly
identified with the city. The Winnipeg Political Equality League was unquestionably the
most important suffrage organization in the
province; yet, two characteristics of the Manitoba movement attested to its similarity to
First,
those of the other two prairie provinces.
organit had strong ties with agrarian reform
in 1911, one year before the formatizations,
ion of the Winnipeg League, the Manitoba Grain
Growers' Association endorsed woman suffrage.
Similarly, the Grain Growers Guide launched itself on a pro-suffrage crusade that same year
and continued Its agitation until the vote was
It waa not surprising, theregranted in 1916.
fore, that the Winnipeg Political Equality
League was given early endorsement by such
farm leaders as George F. Cnipman.
Secondly, it is interesting to note that
most of the leading figures in the Political
Equality League possessed a rural background.
Hellie McClung, Kennethe Halg and E. Cora Hind
were all born and brought up on farms, migrating
to Winnipeg only after reaching maturity. This, in
addition to the extensive rural support given
the League suggests that Manitoba feminism was
almost as much a rural phenomenon as those of
the other two prairie provinces.
'

A CHANCE MUST HAVE OCCURRED IN SEXUAL TYPECASTING TO PERMIT WOMF.H TO
INCREASE THEIR POLITICAL ROLE.

]

In explaining the reason for such close
ties between western feminism and agrarian reform, Bacchi-Ferraro appeals to the sectionalism evident in the West throughout this period:
by adding women's strength to their own, farmers felt that they would be able to dislodge
eastern business interests with greater ease.
This argument may, in part, be accepted; yet,
it falls to explain why traditional stereotypes
of the weak and passive woman were no longer
In short, a change must
considered relevant.
have taken place in sexual typecasting, not
only to allow men to turn to women for political
support, but also to permit women to Increase
their political role to the extent they did.

Similarly, while Bacchi-Ferraro's analysis
provides a partial explanation for the support
given suffragists by farmers, It does not
successfully explain why their wives considered
themselves to be political actors In their own
right.
The formation of such political organizations as the United Farm Women of Alberta and
the Woman's Grain Growers' Association could
occur only if women viewed themselves as being,
in part, responsible for the economic well-being
In short, something must have
of the farm.
occurred to change the traditional belief that
males and. females occupy differentiated spheres.

continued next page
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Burnet aaka* a similar point in bar aaalysla

[1,1

•stern feminl
«T »«
:*t!on of role analysis
In which the women of each
Because the Ejit was
lelrcs.
i

islngly well established urban-

ilnz an

IttUl

«ic

I

!• fined:
tola (o act aa hxsraiket. (ha man's to asaure
hla family's economic well-being. Thus, It
waa only whan the family's aural and aoclal aecurlty waa thraataned that woman could Justify an
extcnalon of their activities beyond the conEvan now, however, the ocftnaa of the hose.
tal role (bey aaataMd waa a projection of that
which they were assigned In the faally. In ahort,
they sought to mother society.
In Many raapecta, the rhetoric of weatern
like their eastern
faalnlata waa Identical:
counterpart*, they tended to define the woi

of I
111
Nevertheless,
and 'Innate' moral superiority.
figure* like KcClung and Parlby also tended
to •»« woaan aa figure* of power and strength
equal in authority to their husbands, Thla
self -image waa not, however, Halted to feminists:
repeatedly, other weatern woaan evinced
alallar attitude*. Figure* like Heather Cilead.
Certrude Watt, Kathelcen Strange. Hary Percy
Jackson, Hary Hlemstra, Emily Carr, Kalsle Cook,
and Georglna Blnnle-Clark aaaerted their cap-

IT FREQUENTLY FELL TO WOMEN AND GIRLS
TO CUT HOOD, MUST. AHD OFTEN TO WORK
ON THE FIELDS THEMSELVES.

aclty to perform aalc Job*, but elaoat without
exception they placed their feeling* of power
within a familial context.
The conceptual framework through which these
figure* viewed themaelvea and others Bay be trie
*d to the econoalc atructure* of the society In
which they lived. On the one hand, the faally
constituted the ba*ic econoalc unit upon which
the rural faally wa* baaed. Although thla In
itaelf made It* maintenance essential to western
econoalc development, the tremendous sexual labalance gave familial values added strength.
Repeatedly, the need for aore marriageable women waa stressed in the reminiscent literature,
and statistic* give such observations added
strength.
In the 25 year period between 1901 am
1926, the lowest ratio of men to women In rural
area* Hi 125/100 (1901) and the highest, 14b/
100 In 1911.
These facts therefore aceotnit col
the great emphasis placed upon women's familial
by
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ed, allowing *

defined autonomy. Nevertheless because the
farm's economic viabillt y waa dependent upon the
family, this conception of feminine strength
bad to be channelled In auch a way that Its
expression did mot threaten social stability.
Haver t he less, such view* were not always
accepted by male farmers, many of whom retained
all authority i n their own hands.
KcClung'*
novmle are littered with woms-n exploited by such
m«, and la Sowin g Seeds In Danny , she describes
with passion the plight of Mr.. Hothervell:
as
a child.

•duns and pramting f-eaim and liveried ear-I*'*,

and

mm

—

end hapcinome
dreant tihioh
Bb ftt-rvy had t«t her forget long, long
ago.
Mtm the beoame +i*tr*„ of the big .ton*
fc*sM, «*» had struggled against her huehznd'e
P***rio**moet, defiantly emetine*, and earn*.
rfswa* tea-full*.
But he had held her dovn
a h**v, hand of tom/ietding determination. At
laet the grev Maury of struggling, and settled
doum in eullen subnotion, a hopeless hsaousyed,
spirit Uee
and a* rim* want iy the bsaame
greedier for mono* than her hatband.
-

«m,

What 1* most Interesting, however, is
Burnet's observation that authoritarian family
structures generated considerable tension within
because women hsd to take
the family Itself:
part la mapy of the most arduous tasks on the
farm, they resented the male prerogatives InFurthermore,
herent In Russo-Cerman traditions.
It la significant to note Burnet's conclusion
that patriarchal organization could not have
survived without the successful emergence of
From these facts, two further
cash-crop farming.
First, her conclusions
suggestion* can be made.
reinforce the notion that the frontier experience forced a modification of women's selfImagea.
And secondly, they suggest that more
equalltarlsn family structures, similar to those
which developed on the American plains, could
emerge in periods when commercial agriculture was
not yet successfully realized.
Given the uneven
development of the West, then, patriarchal
atructure* could exist In close proximity with
more democratic forms, especially since the region was heterogeneous in terms of ethnic composition. This would. In turn, explain KcClung'*
observations without negating the possibility
that the agarlan economy of the West forced a
modification In the role perceptions of men as
These deductions, if accepted, would provide
a plausible explanation for the rural character

of western feminism.
On the one hand, the expanded roles of women permitted then to reject
the traditional conception of woman as the weak
and passive sex.
Thus able to view theaaelvea
as political participants, they were encouraged
to form organizations which were political In
nature.
But despite their more positive selfimages, the importance of the faally as as economic institution forced feminists like HcClung and
Parlby to couch their rhetoric In the values
essential to the preservation of the family.
This approach would also help to explain the
close ties existing between the feminist and the
agrarian reform movements. Searching for allies
in his war against the eastern 'Interests,' the
farmer waa able to look to women for support:
their productive rather than passive role permitted the suspension of traditional stereo-

i

As Allen poln
social gospellers considered the
one of the two essential elements
society.
At the same time, however, the work patterns
in and essential to. subsistence or ntarubslstance agriculture seen to have forced a
modification of traditional role assignments.
Kathleen Strange, for example, observed that
women in her district were expected to feed
chickens, gather eggs and milk cows in addition
to doing their housework.
It Is Important to
note, however, that hers was a highly mechanized
commercial farm; where conditions were less
uaplclous. It frequently tell to women and girls
cut wood, hunt and often to work on the fields
In general.
moat radical
faally to be
of the Ideal

,

Sociely mothers

r*i» study, th«
argues that famllle* in the district tended to
have a patriarchal struct lira, but this pattern
waa an anomaly. Ill-adapted to frontier condltilsewhere. familial cooperation la farm
labour had led to equalltsrlan faally structure*.
explain why auch patterns emerged
and survived In Hanna. Burnet examine* the
ethnicity and economic structures of the region.
The patriarchate, she concludes, was a new
world manifestation of old world value*, carried
to the region by Ru**o-Cerm«n Immigrants In 1921
and reinforced by the emergence of cash-crop
By placing the control of money In
fsralng.
the hands of the leading male. It was possible
for him to regulate the expenditures of all
family members and therefore to Impose restraint*
upon their live*, nevertheless, Burnet notes
that with improved communications with the cutsldc world, such family patterns began to break

The Women's

Movement

is

At

thv same time, rv-v»
ad upon the value of the
viced Mcciung with her belief In the woman's
rote aa mother: although women were aa
broader socio-economic rol* In the Weal than In
the Cast, It wa* closely associated t
verencc for the family typical of both pro and
tnt l-sui t raglsts. Given this sltuaii 01
like many other woman reformers, could Justify
reform activity by appealing to the popular
stereotype of women: If they were morally aup*rlor to men by virtue of their maternal Instincts
then women's participation In a socially unstable
world wa* essential for survival and salvation.
And because women's social and economic roles
were more extended in the West. HcClung and her
compeers had little difficulty In establishing
themselves In the role of political participants.
As for most feminists, HcClung'* view of
women wss inseparable from her attitudes toward
the faally. To her. It was the basis of social
.

.

.
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"the relatione of Ufa bog
the family. He belong to mxnu groups in these
simplex dauu: atasess, sooieties, lodge*, affiliations of all Hnde- but the family ie the
abiding and inescapable one."
It la for this reason that most of HcClung's
heroines find ultimate fulfilment In marriage,
but at the some time she maintains an essentially equalltarlan view of marital relationships. She Inveighs against male authorltorlanism, and argues the injustice of confining
the woman to a purely familial role.
But although equal, the marriage partners
are qualitatively different because the woman
functions in the dual capacity ol wife and
mother. To HcClung, "every notrnl uoman Jueires children," and because this is so, the
continues by arguing that "deeply VC
every txman's heart ie the leva and
"
riius, although she argues the right
of women to function in all economic capacities, HcClung Invariably provides those women
who do not marry with surrogate families: they
enter either the teaching or the nursing professions, both of which allow the woman to give
vent to her maternal 'instincts'.
Moreover, It Is HcClung's preoccupation
with the motherly 'instincts' Inherent In women which explains her conception ol their social roles and responsibilities. Because they
have an 'Innate' daalre to protect, women arc
e*peclally valuable In the search for social
harmony and Justice. The Women's Movement Is
therefore deemed "a spiritual revival of the
beet instincts of womanhood- the .'
serve and protect the race": women will mother
society and In *o doing, bring it to It* proper stste of health. And because all women are
equally devoted to children, the housewife may
leave her children in the charge of another.
If she wishes to assume her social responsibilities or maintain her own career. In this
way, HcClung reinforces the traditional bellt-r
that the family Is the basis of social order,
while providing women with a Justification for
leaving the precincts of the home Itself.
i

a "spiritual revival of the best
and pro-

instincts of womanhood -- the instinct to serve
tect the race".
Nellie McClung
1915

—

.

types.
Very possibly, the farmer's ability to
recast the role of women diminished as agriculture became a more settled and more profitable
economic enterprise, but between 1911 and 1916,
the frontier experience was recent enough to
encourage the formation of auch an alliance.
Horeover. it may be suggested that the possibility of increasing the farmer's strength between

these years could have helped lessen authoritarian tendencies even where patriarchal patterns were beginning to emerge.
This argument, however, provides more than a
possible explanation for the character of western feminism: it also goes far In explaining
HcClung's own socialization and consequently, her
conception of womanhood. Having been raised In
a pioneer society, McClung escaped traditional
male-female conditioning. On the one hand, her
mother's economic responsibilities within the
family Implied her failure to meet her own
standards of femininity defined by passivity and
subservience to the male. This, In turn, allowed HcClung a relatively flexible model
aa she grew into maturity, while her own economic
responsibilities as • child reinforced her tendency to assume an aggressive bah*
nils. In addition to the fact Ui II
waa mad* between mala and female education in her
school, acted to prevent HcClung from adhering
to the traditional stereotype •>:
Intelligent and paaalve woman.

M

Believing In women's Inherent capacity for
social reform, HcClung stressed the expediency
argument In her campaigns for woman suffrage:
she waa convinced that when women were accorded
the vote, they would bring their moral power
to bear upon politics and therefore assure
harmony In a now unstable social milieu.
Thus, HcClung, like most other suffragists,
concentrated her effort* upon the attainment
of the vote, but two other Issues were given
considerable emphasis throughout her presuffrage writings: temperance and party
politics. I,, bar Earlier -.mrka, HcClung
viewed the problem of drunkenness with great
alarm. Although understandable in an age
when liquor wna cheaper than milk. HcClung's
belief that women would realise a Dry Canada
and therefore "shapi: the Lvrld oloti
revealed the essential weakness of her feminism. To her. Intemperance
was purely a male phenomenon, but always It
was the family which was the real victim.
Consequently, HcClung turned to women for
a solution, believing, with most Western
temperance workers, that their 'lnatli
draire to protect would reault In the legislation essential for familial and therefore
nodal stability.
Aa late as 192). HcClung expressed confidence that her analyst* had been til
ract one. In har novel of that year. Whan
Christmas Crossed the I'eace . she eulogized
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represented
'v^t'tho*. did the feminism
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power of women. HcClung
prepared 'or the event* of later
temperance legislation had
by all the Prairie provinces,
joined the ranks of male
factor.
tap* more than any other
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capitalism. It left Intact the forces
ecolonslble for women's oppression, the
the family, and
ic structures based upon
agrarian capitalism. And because
i

however, was McClung s
Throughout
y politics.
Identiic had repeatedly
orruptlon and political
reagrarian
lor moat
trial legislation was
,

,

uboi
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By

1916. HcClung had come in

honesty In politics with the »
,
->vem*nt. With several memhei
er
Alberta Local Councils ol Women,
^^Mmd a new organisation committed to t!
f

^K»

capitalist society,
we. too. are living In a
the
although one of a different character,
powhy" of HcClung's failure Is also the
tential 'why' ol our MA.
Thus, the gay activist who emphasizes
human llbe
only the libertarian approach lo
unless she
ration Bust fall as HcClung did.
which do not
or he recognise* that rights
oppression
of
origins
challenge the economic
sop ofate an affordable and Ineffective
fered by a capitalist society.
At all costs, the single Issue
mania of many activists must be
avoided. If sexual repression is
to end. Otherwise, our 'victor!
will be as hollow as HcClung's,
and oppression will reappear In
torn

What
:jctlcs used by gay liberatlonlstsT In part. It suggests
that the movement oust ahed lte
Insular character and Its myopia.
Cay liberation alone can accom-

plish little, but In alliance
with other revolutionary groups,
It can accomplish a great deal.
if minority oppression
tl.1.

of
till
cognlied, the i
gay oppression la further distant
'
than we would like t
do
111
not necessarily Imply either the
destruction of the gay movement or the abrogation of campalgna for legal rights. This
paradox Is born both of the Indifference or hostility some 'revolutionary'
groups continue to direct agalnat us, and of
the apathy still pervasive within tne gay community itself. By retaining our Identity, we
can educate those groups not now In sympathy
with us, showing them that their anlmoaltles
are an as yet unrecognlted remnant of capitalist conditioning. And finally, by agitating
consistently for rights, we esn rouse the apathetic, building the foundations of a more rai

A

their

^^Hty

structure jnd In this way, to effect
M'iIiJ social reforms. Although primawith legislation Improving
and medical condition of farm
^^^Bo, HcClung also considered the problems
^Hnrliultkiiiil credit and proportional re^^Eantation; nothing was to escape the wise
^Hcatrfut scrutiny of Alberta's women.
F
Given her anti-party bias, HcClung's 1921
to run for the Alberta Legislature as
Rlio,:t i! appeared an anomaly: it was the united
Alberta, not the liberals, who sought
^^Restructure the province's political system.
as, as she herself admitted, "I LUe
-.:!, and I'm sure •
n
i^n I uoa looked upon vith diafawuf".
I
un prograasaes were advocated by the
Hninacni. she frequently broke tanks and voted
^Balti--. het own party. Hore specifically, she
I
Irene Parlby, a U.F.A. cabinet miniit Ions dealing with the
ng'"
nd statu;
But despite HcClung's belief that legal
iuld bring women's "innate" morality
ipon society, and that they would tn«.Mi'i participation In all spheres,
were not realized. True. Alberta's
rmcRira did collapse, hut it did So

^^B concerned
^Haoclal
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voting power. True, prohibition
hut
re as responsible
1924. And
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'iiih were also Ministers
.-. .ilnted to guide their
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Fcbtunrv 28, 1973

Dear Hr. Bagnell:
It has co*.e to our attention that your
tonncctlons with The Globe and Kail have
been abruptly severed. Our source Indicates that Che management disagreed with a
column by you on the topic of sex between
Before we deal Bleb,
BID and little girls.
this story In any way. however, we would
like (urther clarification, since Inadequate
research, as you know, has n way of backfiring later.

We are distressed about the Implications
the action, If true, since the forces
which rifiiitcned us with censorship in August seem now to have been visited upon you.
We would like to extend an invitation to you
Wa can assure you
to write for our Journal.
we would not impose censorship on a controversial column, especially on the topic of
sexuality. All articles are accepted for
publication by a majority vote of the collective.
Our concerns In this procedure would
simply be to ensure that Irrational prejudice net interfere with the truth, as It
has so often been seen to do In these areas
ol

We anticipate your prompt response.

Yours sincerely
Ed Jackson
for The Body Politic
Editorial Collective
5,

1973

Hr. Ed Jackson
The Body Politic
4 Kensington Ave.
Toronto, 2B

Dear Mr. Jackson:

Thank you very much for your Invitation
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The lessons of failure

Kenneth Bagnell 1MB the
uhoaa eolujnn laat August, oauaed
Glob*
Bout
th* furor surrounding "Of Man and Littli
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Unfortunately.
to write for The Body Politic .
I've received a great many requests, and In
tt.t

nd

have had to be very selective.

I an now committed to arrangements In
television and magazines that are on an exclusive basis and prevent me fros accepting
your thoughtful offer.

.
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THE BODY POLITIC

welcomed by many Canadians who have
long since "tired of taking it"...
- 'Sam' Sappho of the School of Amazon
design and heir apparent to the famed
Isle of Lesbos Trucking Corporation
closet
(now on a country wide promo for
burners) will be in town Friday to leasubje
cl
sensational
this
on
tore
lyre-stroking- sonneteering really
'3 at?"
Torna
- Toroa Sunder Falls, Ont
Sunder has seen the last of its famed
Catamite Carnivals (which have been
traditional since 1890)...
be some changes made", said Mayor tlorta
(Culture as he addressed a round of applause gathered at the town hall this
week. ..Apparently focus will now be
placed on discovering 'bundles of faggots' that have been lost for years to
the woodwork and surrounding ingrains.
Ephemedla and Ephemeralities : Flurette
ttli
du Mai, critics choice and that "
cabbage patch of mixed lust and desire"
is starring in the Chou Chou Review
a new musical debased on the life of
carnation...
Wildean
green
the infamous
There will be a Tuesday night screening
of the notorious 1929 vintage film
"Auntie Climax" with that giddy vamp
of the silent screen, Beverly Hills...
this thrilling saga moves through the
more soggier, sodden moments of post
Hollywood luminescence to bring us an
in-depth study of the mystical Glory
Hole estate, residence of the legendary
hoop manufacturer Sodomma Gomorrah...
This film is truly a chill bound classic of still born relief splashed against a C.B. de Mille subliminal sun-

Twilight

Trails

Prom ahi Idhood 's hour I have not been as others were
I have not eeen ae others saw
I could not bring my passions from
a common spring Edgar Allen Poe
Item Lace last evening a team of doctors at OUR LADY OF DARLING LIBERATION
reported that Twilight Rose (aged 2 1/2)
had passed peacefully away Into dreams
...Ms. Rose was the long sufferer of
the dread Ephemera scourge ever since
her conception In the primal mists of
Vancouver GLF....Her last spoken words
vere "Catch me, Tarzan.'". ..
Ms. Rose's notable career as a fabulous
flaming non-entity was mourned by thousands... and the farewell ceremony included a symbolic scattering of defoliated machismo blossoms followed by the
placing of a triumphant wreath (composed
of hundreds of mythology leaves) on her
fantasy lined casket... By way of a farewell legacy here is the final Twilight
Trails.... a surreal supplement that
became her demise...
:

Sews of the Fey MISS VERBOTEN's prep
school for Inviting Inverts wishes to
announce that classes in the Tansies
of Pilloried Plight* studies will be
interrupted due to a seasonal change
in attitude (please see the registrar
If in doubt.)
- The Jenna Tull Institute (for forbidden fluctuation) is offering a 25
dollar scholarship to the writer of
the best treatise on: "The inroads and
feasibility of a Pacific Rim and its
effectiveness in mass applications."
- Mass Klst International (subsidiary
of de Sade Holdings) has announced a
recent and rare discovery of Kink deep
in the unconscious Jungles of Bolivia
...this discovery should come as an
agonised ahock to many American firms
who, for year*, had the market veil disciplined and whipped into shape, as
it were.. .but should cm* as a relief
:

set.

.

Glisten Darllnk, newscaster, columnist
and shore to shore bitchery expert will
be publishing memoirs of that stellar
career in a book titled OVERALL OVERHAULED IN JAPAN, a laquered biography
that includes reflections on the 1943
'uprising' and 'plots erected against
during the
the mainland government
terror reign of the famed Uranian take-

things past'
VANCOUVER: Madame Uow, Baby Jane
Hudson, Ruby Tuesday, Flurette du Hal,
Tllta Whirl and Twinkle Twot, Hclba
Toast, Plastic Lady land. Spider Lady,
Wanda Fucha, Rosy Finger-Dawn, Appassionata Von Climax, John and Jim, Stephen from Seattle plus the Surreal Sisterhood, Jelly Babies and Bananaettes. .
TORONTO: Dame Ivy League, Sparkle Plenty, the Sparklettes plus Sparkle Farkle, Scarlett 0. Harlett, Charity Ball, Amazing Crace, Frosty O's,
Regina Potemkin, Womba Peewic von Skink,
Leona May Hump Brown, Clara Clutchbag,
George Hislop, Sexy Sadie, Dawn Mills,
Mother Brewster (Lady Campalot), Lady
Belcher, Just Plain Martha and the Toronto 'Sweet' Tartettes.
EMASCURALS: Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kidd, PLUS these 'most
distinguished' honoraries: Radclyffe
Hall, Alice B. Toklas, Tireslas, Oscar
Wilde, Emily Carr, Jean Cocteau, Madame Lola Montez, Baudelaire, Dame Edith
Sitwell, Djuna Barnes, T.S. Eliot, Wagner, Edward Carpenter, Whitman and Brigid Brophy.

Till we meet again (somewhere
this side of desire) I bid you adieu
Evolutionary kisses,
;.'

Twilight Rose
"Who lost their love boys to the three
old shrews of fate the one eyed shrew
of the heterosexual dollar the one eyed
shrew that winks out of the womb and
the one eyed shrew that does nothing
but sit on her ass and snip the Intellectual golden threads of the craftsman's loom. ."
-from Howl - Ginsberg
.

1

over.
The fantabulously successful rock operetta SISTER DIVINE, SUPER KITSCH
(that set to music moment in the life
of the forgotten, exhumed, Nouveau
Riche sect of lower California) has
been getting "cloistered" reviews from
the press, yet still manages to pack
them in by the "thousandfold" - Of exceptional note is the sensitive burning eaene of the prophet GAY ABANDON,
a juicy part which as been crystallized
beautifully in a recent discovery from
the commune, lovely ROSY FINGER-DAWN...
Wunderbar star, the divinely dubious
songstress of stage, festival and terrarium, Malice Stupor, intends to, in
his words: "Charm the ass off Toronto"
by staging a 'concert' in a well-known
city steambath "decadent enough to literally paralyze the most avant-garde
(or derriere} " - of special note is
Malices' ascent into Heaven on tiny
white wings, backed by 1,000 voiced female, male and eunuch glee club and
light consort of EAST OTTAWA ("this is
not a gimmick", I am assured by the
road company managers, "but the REAL
.

THING")
actress/actor/stud/femme fatale/novellst/poet/screen writer /composer and all
round beautiful dllletantte - (currently chic window dresser at EATONS),
Georgie Sand will be guest featured on
this T.V. week edition of Media Monotone to promote his latest Cannes, Prix
and New York prize winning film "Gidget Goes Grizzly" (we hear that it's
a smart dual role, this time, for the
'Sands'.)
And in closing, many thanks to the following Ephemerals and I hope I have not
overlooked anyone for 'remembrance of

Twilight Rose, RIP.

of
~TI» Body Politic invites expressions
opinion from Its readership. Address all
mi) to: The Body Politic
4 r*ns1nglon Ave.
Toronto, Ont.
"5T ?J7

GAY SUNSHINE
ithers and Sisters,
new issue of The Body Pontic
reached us. Congratulations
:

.ilsi

io

w

short news arti<
,

y..jr

I

in

acurate and indeed 1ntas
pugns my commitment and Integrity
already
4 gay liberationism I have
written the Gav Liberator (Detroit)
about a -.imilir article fn their paper, and after hearing the facts they
have agreed to print a correction in
n issue. I would ask that
you do likewise 1n your next issue.
In your current issue you state
ttct the Gay Sunshine colurged the redistribution of
decision making authority in the paper and that when I refused there
was a walkout. The facts are that one
core staff person (Zack Mansfield),
assisted by two or three non core
people, attempted an internal coup
d'etat in order to Impose his Ideas
of how a paper should be put out.
Hhen this was not successful (indeed
he was outvoted by five other core
staff people: Jim Hicks. Jim Reed,
Winston Leyland, Lee Atwell. Don
Jackson) he announced a walk-out and
sent out a news release to all gay
lib papers (and even to bar rags) attacking me. The reality Is, then.
th.it all the uay Sunshine core staff.
save for one person, has remained
firmly committed to the paper and
fully backs my position as coordinator-editor, a responsibility I have
undertaken for the past two years.
The same holds true for other noncore staff people who are remaining
with the paper.
Gay Sunshine Is bound to be hurt
by your printlnq a: news what Is really the opinion of one or two people,
hu> i
i«V d*e?ty p*reon.i!
also.
have great respect and love
for what Body Politic has done over
the past year and a half. And to see
a totally false attack on me (even
though you in good faith Intended it
to be a news report) was really devastating
For the past three years I have
been Involved in the gay liberation
movement full time. It hurts me very
deeply to see my integrity Impugned.
would ask that you print a correcI
tion in your next issue, in particular of your statement that there was
a walkout by the entire Gay Sunshine
collective and also of the implication
that 1 have been acting In an autocrjtic nay by refusing to listen to
demands of the entire collective. It
hurts very very much, brothers and
sisters, to see such statements printed as news. The Gay Sunshine staff
has never been more firmly coemitted.
...
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MEN AND BOYS
Dear Editorial Collective.
endorse the view
I would like to
expressed by John Schaller in Commconcerning
unity Forum (Winter Issue)
Gerald Hannon's "Of Men and Boys .
One need only turn to the Dialogues of Plato to read a very beautbenI'ful and profound defense of the
efits of love relationships between
men and boys. Clearly the intimate
with
a
man
young
association of a
mature (and hopefully wiser) man,
may be of inestimable value -- and
here. I would include my own experience at the age of 18; (I'm now 20).
Nevertheless, one learns to
loathe being called 'chicken . being
viewed as a mere sexual toy. One develops a (too often Justified) paranoia about the attentions paid one
by older men who are unwilling to converse with youths at any level better
than moronic •"inuendo.
If we are to be liberated from
age-ism. we must learn to develop
trusting, fully human relationships
among emotionally mature individuals
-- regardless of age. An end to the
sexual exploitation of the young,
the popular fetish on youth, and devaluation Of potentially meaningful,
full relationships with peers and
those older than oneself!

SOLIDARITY

~^|

Sirs:

am

heterosexual . I
have read several issues of your magailne with great interest. Recently.
Herb Spiers, the author of "Psychiatric Neutrality" in your December
number spoke at a Philosophy course
am taking at U. of T. I must say
that I admired his personal conviction, and all of yours as well, for
coming out and refusing to let an
oppressive society keep you under its
thumb. I would also like to take this
opportunity to compliment you on your
high level of literacy and fine readability in your paper. This quality
is something that all underground
journals could do with! Your paper
is never less than excellent reading,
and its high quality insures that
anybody with some intelligence will
not get the main points wrong. Cluttering up the issue with third-hand
party line only obscures this very
urgent issue.
So keep up the good work, and
remember that there are others on the
other side of the fence who are In
solidarity with you and hope for the
best.

Although

I

a

I

Dear friends.
Having seen the most recent issue
of your paper I'd like to take this
chance to say how much your paper
sends me! Having been must vocal in
my disagreements of your policys in
the past, you may find this change
a bit sudden, however it Is genuine.
had not seen the paper for sometime,
I
being away from the Queen City, but
the other evening I was at a UBC Gay
function and it's bright red cover
caught my t.
Some of you aay remember me as
a creep... this may be still true,
but coming out west has helped me relax and have a good time this Is not
to say I'm going soft on you intellectuals, but "ore open minded.
Son freaking gay brothers and
myself are members of The Magic Tuna
fcrtlcal Band • Dance Troupe. Ha have
an old panel truck which you My see
In yQur city soon.
»lch out for us'
In tha orantiM
keep up Uie
j

U

1

*r.

get lost in the stratospheric diatribe about the sex of the angels.
It will not bt easy to fill the
understanding gap', but for our own
sake w« must tooetiwr strive after
1
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EXOTICA
Dear The Body Politic,
Excuse my distrublng you! I readUnter Uns yours address.
ing in the
am a hungartan young man. Don't
I
mention it. 1 have- a request.
am your true friend. Me a matI
ter of life and deat that 1 say. Be
i little rrore lenient and kindhearted.
Please,
I have not money: dollar.
you present send me some magazines.
You will do it? 1 should be very much
obliged if you gives freely. 1 hope
you are a man of feeling.
trust him, and thank you In adI
vance. He request the favour of a reply at your earliest convenience.

Yours affectionately.

hereiitmt
1n the homodevelopments in
atest iteuelnnnwnts
phlle movement In Toronto with
Interest -- particularly the recent
feel that
I
division in the ranks.
Us effects can only be beneficial.
Your paper and Toronto Gay Action
will no longer feel obligated to
accept ideological responsibility
for such an embarassingly 'reactionary organization." As the French
gay movement (which renounced the
bourgeois principles of "Arcadie"
from its very inception) has taught
me. it is not enough to seek mere
equality and to provide a few meager social services, such as
does, though they can play a limited
role.
The aim of the movement must
be nothing less than the destruction
of an oppressive social structure -of Its values system and of the institutions (school, family, state)
which enforce these values. Liberal
tolerance of the homosexual if ht
dels his (her) existence
after the heterosexual "norm" (the
Maclean's article "Couples" is the
best example) Is as unaccepui'K (11
not more so) as the outright slander
of a Daniel Cappon or a Kenneth Bagnell.
We must not be taken in by
this phoney "sexual revolution"
which is as oppressive for the homosexual as was the former Victorian
I

era.

Consequently
Dear Body Politic.
I've been living in England for
the past few years, and have only recently returned home to Guyana, so I
do not yet know much about the gay
scene 1n Guyana. However. I've recently been hearing of some very interesting events that have been taking place here. It appears that last
month there was an attempted gay marriage in Linden (formerly called Mackenzie), a mining town in Guyana,
the news of which was 1n all the papers,
was told that 1t was just
like a straight wedding, with the
brtde and groom (the bride Iwokinq
very beautiful), and a weddinq cake,
and champagne and feasting, and wedding guests. However, the police arrived and stated that as a homosexual
marrtage was Illegal, everyone, including the officiating clergyman,
would be breaking the law if there
was a marriage service and a signing
at the marriage registry. With that
the festivities ended, and the couple
said that they'd have to get married
in secret.
Also I've been told that there's a
village called Creig (or Haig) where
there are a lot of gay people. As
soon as possible I'll be going there
myself to see If It's true. The only
other gay scene I know of in Guyana
is that in many high schools there
is quite a lot of very casual homosexuality (mostly mutual masturbation)
i

F.H.A.R.

MAGIC TUNA

_
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FISSION TRIP
Dear friends.
Your last editorial about some
internal crises in CHAT ("Gone Fission") points out a phenomenon that
'amoeI optimistically explain as an
bic' growing process. CHAT certainly
has a moderate approach to the solution of the problems besieging the
gay community and I feel that the
wise use of liberties we are gaining
will eventually benefit our cause,
for an open warfare could only turn
the conservative forces into repression, with evil results. Undoubtedly.
each and every approach has its own
merits and its limitations as well.
so that experimenting in new areas
can bring success where other methods
failed.
At any rate. I truly hope common
sense will always prevail and none
of us will embark on a vast 'ego trip'.
Ue must realistically acknowledge
we art bound to be a minority and
while not begging for sympathy or
acceptance we are mainly concerned
about our civil rights and sexual/political repression. Social analysts

_

acknowledgement of our right to
freely lead our lives as we see fit
for us. abiding, of course, by a
moral code set on civilized standard
of values.
wish you every success in the
I
endeavour for the headway of our

would urge you not

women, blacks, Quebecols, etc.) there
remain only radical solutions against
a macho, heterosexual, white sociely.
"Judeo -ahri a t ian eositt\j
Cte ouppoaad ideate art distorted at
.'hie aiflai'u! tha
all revolutionary effort*
' Um the
uhioJi do l
ualMoe'
vhieh art: so'traditional
called 'normal' sriualilu,
.man, the
ion and
State, pOtfi
gOtn the noti^ne ._;
"
[p.2, 1st. edition
editorial; my tranOf Fleau Social
('

.

,

slation.)
while I seem to perceive a slight
change in perspective 1n your paper
since the rupture, 1 still find several reactionary leanings however.
Your exaggerated Interest 1n an election which has absolutely no relevance for any self-respecting gay
liberationist. Really the nuance between fascist party members who overtly renounce "queers" as perverts
and those 'liberal thinking' members
who wish to put us in the same bag
as motherhood ("I'm all for it") is
without importance for the gay revolutionary struggle. And as for your
map of "Toronto's Gay Spots". I think
you owe your readers an explanation
of your attitude towards these gay
ghettos. Surely it is not your role
to encourage their existence. It's
time homosexuals ceased stalking behind walls and took to the streets.
And therein lies your role It seems
to me - to motivate gay action.

OUT!

Dear Collective Body,
Salutations from a Canadian gay
recently
presently in France.
I
received your winter issue and would
like to congratulate you on your continuing high quality. Your articles.
whether serious or light in tone.
are always thought-provoking and
relevant.
I
have also passed your
paper onto my friends here at the
F.H.A.R. (Front homosexual d'actton
revolutionaire) in Alx; 1t has met
with high approval.
The F.H.A.R. here consists of
a relatively small but dedicated
group of students with a sprinkling
of other concerned gays. However
their enthusiasm is somewhat dampened by a particularly repressive
state that has forbidden all forms
of action possible (distributing
leaflets, demonstrating, etc.)
since 1968. As a result, they
are restricted to the university
milieu which Is traditionally free
of police Intervention. However
In a country where the legislature
has officially proclaimed homosexuality a "fleau social" (social
scourge) along with tuberculosis
and alcoholism, the struggle Is all
the more imperative.
I have also been following the

1

to fear radicalism. For the homosexual (as for all oppressed minorities:

Love and Peace,
Ron Dayman

Aix-en-Provence
France

DISCRIMINATED

BECAUSE

AGAINST

GAY?

YOU'RE

FIGHT BACK!
The Cay Alliance Toward Equality (GATE,
Toronto) would like to hear your grievances and help you nealc legal redrcai.

Come co GATE seating*: Uedneadaya. 8pm,
4 KenalnRton Ave..
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HOMOSEXUALITY:

the

PSYCHOLOGY OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS
has had a revolutionary
by Paul flosenfela M
impact on the thinking of M'ious students of homosexuality since its appearance in hardcover two years
ago. In order lo reveal homosexuality m its creative
aspects. Or Rosenfels has developed a daringly origi-

thatsuS"
conspire with
THE GAIT

approach lo the psychology of civil tied man. in
which the usual squeamishnets and fear aroused by
homosexual phenomena are permanently dispensed
nal
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Foreword of the paperback edition:
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GAY HOME
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-large bed sitting rooms
-party rooms

Send me:
Order from

OSCAR WILDE
MEMORIAL
BOOKSHOP

-private patio

HOMOSEXUALITY: THE PSYCHOLOGY
OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS
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Paperback edition at $1 95 (plus 25 cents
lor postage snd handling)
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For further information call

291 Mercer Street

New

964-0272

York, N.Y. 10003

between 10 A.M. and

7
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Are you into drag?
Want to don some
gay appareC & don t
know where to go?
rfliekna has just the
sedition for you!

A store for

drag

suppfies

and all

accessories - dotfiing,

wigs, make-up,jewe(s;

Also

witcficrafc iti&ms.

jTBEljjft'S

SOlVTJOX

579 Church at

Isabella

964-2623
The only store of its
kind in the world.
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on th*
A gay lib group haa organlred
In a
University of Saskatchewan campus.
Sasprepared st.te.ent. the University of
katchewan Boswphlle Aaaoelalion aaserted
that it opposea all forme of anti-sexual
society
In
discrimination
and
prejudice
community
at large end within the university
The Aaaoclatloo seeks to eliminate antihomosexual content In couraea and textbooks
which perpetrate false and negative concep-

-

tions of homosexuality.
instiThey alao Intend to promote the
co-optution of a gay studies program and
erate with all gay organizations working
towards equality.
For further information contact either
Cary McDonald (sec. -trees. ) or Ben Siller

GATE

(pree.) by writing U- S. H. A., c/o Student
Union Building. On. of Sask., Begina Campus.
Saak.
R.gir

New Group

early January, an

i

i Coalition began serAt present the main
ving the gay connunlty.
effort of the PLC is to offer gay information
Their office, located in
and counselling.
the old YWCA, is staffed seven days a week
Address: 223 - 12th Ave. S.U.
from 7 - llpm.
Room 311. Phone 263-4996. The group hopes to
sponsor Its first social activity, a mixed
community hall.
n
local
at
"boogie"

SASKATOON GAY
i

i

formed
The Zodiac Friendship Society was

,,

FaUHBhip

of Saskatoon to hold

and mid-week drop-Ins.

These activit-

-111 now move Into the new premises with

dance being held every Saturday from 9;00
p.m. to 2:00 a.m. Wednesdays from 7:30 to
10:00 p.m. the center will be open for the
Saskatoon Gay Action drop-ins. Tuesdays will
be office night with the center open from
Hopefully when money
7:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
and manpower permit the center will be open
seven daya a week with a wider range of actlv,

Saskatoon Cay Action is a committee of
the Society working to bring about legal and
social change to remove the oppression that
S.G.A,
gay people heve lived with for so long.
has a speakers bureau which provides speakers
to high school and university classes, other
Interested groups as well as radio and television programs. S.G.A. Is currently working
with the Saskatchewan Human Rights Association
on a brief to be presented to the federal and
provincial governments calling for an end to
all legislation that discriminates against gay

VANCOUVER
Insisting that one of Vancouver's alternate
newspapers - The Georgia Straight - Is sexist
In its coverage of women and gays, particularly
gay women, about fifteen members of G.A.T.E.
(Gay Alliance Toward Equality) and straight
supporters (mostly women) maintained a rotating
picket In front of the G.S. office for two days
March 29-30. A leaflet was distributed demanding
that 1) the C.S. cease its sexist depiction
2) that the paper cover
of gays and women,
gay events objectively, and 3) that the newspaper print a retraction of Its assertion that
G.A.T.E. was a Ttotsk'ylst front organization.
According to a C.A.T.E. press release, the
Straight threatened to call the police as well
as "laying out" the gays present when Maurice
Flood (chairperson of G.A.T.E.) confronted a
G.S. distributor regarding his anti-gay remarks,
to the future, the Georgia Straight Is to be
Ignored by C.A.T.E.

HALIFAX Humon

Rights Act i

NGEC

Following the example of gay groups In B.C.
Saskatchewan. Albarta, and Ontario, the Cay
Alliance for tauallty haa subaUttad a brief to

the

gn

of the

imle.

m..i
ggya
Criminal Code (often used EC
ent for
the section legislating age c
engaging in sexual acts.
effecan
build
to
Is
The immediate task
members f (
tive- organization by encouraging
the gay community
political activity. Occaf
tlons are planned. Membership and Li
meeting.
hove already grown since the Initial
GATE hot Initiated discussions wltll
Alderman Karl Jeffrey regarding th L> pwomlbllitj
In
of securing the support of city council
our struggle to have "sexual orientation"
added to the non-discriminatory eflti
s
Jaffrey
Code.
Rights
of the Ontario Human
Plans Bt« u "
response was encouraging.
Election
underway to continue national Cay
Coalition wort in the- next election.
Anyone Interested In Joining GATE or
learning more about It can either attend
Ave.
the weekly meetings nt 4 Kensington
364-6731.
every Wednesday at 8 pm or can phone
)

i

i

the first year
In January of 1972 and during
of the
of operation used the facilities

ies

i

Centre Opens

irked i
ye
Day
community
important step forward for the gay
March 17, saw the opening of
of Saskatoon.
new
gay
Society's
Friendship
The Zodiac
It Is
N.
Ave.
community center at 124A 2nd
place
the first time that there has been a
their
where goy people can gather and call
rati

.

Formed

Profiting from the experience of earlier
organisation was
groups In the city, s new
Alliance
recently formed in Toronto. The Cay
Its
Toward Equality (GATE) plans to direct
civil
energies towards the attainment of full
rights for homosexuals. GATE'S platform
includes
[outlined in its first statement)
the eventual Inclusion of "sexual 01
Code and the rein the Ontario Human Rights
Immigration
peal of anti-gay sections In the
Act. GATE will also seek changes

,

CALGARY.

epec If Ic
to gay people to diecuaa
whether gay group,
problems; however, as to
only K». Adamshould receive public funding
Campbell and
was unqualifiedly lo lavour.
but
^Mu^tTsupported the concept of funding,
before they
would require more information
of funds.
would support a specific outlay
meeting
Coverage of the all candidates
dally.
was carried by Canada's national
CHAT president. George
ThP Globe and Kail
was only the first
Hislop indicated that this
to send to
plans
CHAT
which
of invitations
they might meet
various politicians so that
Following her
with their gay constituents.
sent a note of
victory. The Body Politic
congratulations to Ms. Campbell, expressing
on her offer to
the intention to take her up
meet with us.

the Hova Scotia Pro*
mending that "sexual
in the Human Rights Act.
Since the publication of the last Issue,
a further trickle of NGEC responses has come
Of the Elve
Into The Body Politic office.
additional questlonalrea returned, all from
the Msritlmes, four were from NDP candidates.
Again, support for gay objectives was fairly
consistent, although one of the four, Maurice
Dart (Kalpaque, P.E.I.) did maintain that
"these people [gays] need mental help." The
last response came from Robert McCleave , the
Rather
P.C. member for Halifax East Hants.
than return the questlonalre, however, McCleave
"I never reply,"
sent the NGEC a masterful note:
he stated, "to mimeographed letters without a

human signature." Like many Tory responses,
his was a classic example of equivocation at
Its best.
Thus, It Is once more apparent that
the party offering us the best potential for
support Is the HDP.

TORONTO

By-election

All three major candidates In the recent
provincial by-election in the St. George ridingwon by Liberal Margaret Campbell, former Toronto
city councillor and Family Court Judge - participated in an all candidates meeting sponsored
by CHAT on Saturday, Hatch 4. Ellen Adams,
Hew Democratic Party, and Roy McMurtry, representing the Progressive Conservatives.
along with Ms. Campbell responded to a series
of questions put to them by the gay community.
On whether homosexuality should be taught in
sex education courses In the schools, Ms. Adams
responded with a flat "no", explaining that
the public wasn't ready yet, although in her
opening remarks she stated that her party
supports the right of all minorities - IncludOn the school question, Campbell
ing gays.
and McMurtry begged off with pleas of "more
Information about specifics." As to whether
the Ontario Human Rights Code should be amended to protect homosexuals, Ellen Adams (In a
private conversation) said she felt there was
no real chance to amend the code, but suggested
that a test case be pressed under the category
Publlcally, Margaret Campbell atated
of "sex".
her support for the "dignity of all human
beings" but felt that the OHRC was an inadequate vehicle for achieving that (she
dldo't elaborate) McMurtry proved the winner of
this round of "waffling" by opposing all
discrimination, but he skirted the specific
question of amending the code. All three
candidates expressed their opposition to
Police entrapment or enticement of gay people,
with Ms. Adams holding little hope for reform
with the present Attorney General. Addressing
themselves to a question from Peter Haloney Toronto gay activist and former Liberal candidate In the riding - the three contenders
assured those preaent that their doors would

'

Immigration

Policy

On March 21. March McHlggen. assistant
to Robert Andras, Minister of Manpower and

Immigration addressed a meeting sponsored
Against a Racist Immigration
Andras himself was to have been
other matters had kept him in
apologies, as expressed by Mr.
McUlggan were not gracefully received by the
capacity audience.
After a brief speech demonstrating the
non-discriminatory character of our immigration policy, the floor was opened to questions.
The Body Politic reporter noted that the
did indeed discriminate
Immigratioi
i
against homos. mala. Mr. McMlggan denied
paragraphs
the fact. He /as referred to
•ctlon
5, and subsection 1
(f),
and
(e)
of paragraph 17 *of the Immigration Act;
ifusion and embarrand displayed i
it tempts to locate the
aforementioned sections. He then denied
that the intent of the act was to keep
homosexuals out of the country, though it
was tactfully pointed out that that was
certainly ita expression. After having been
pressed as to whether he would be in favour
of deleting all references to homosexuality,
he guardedly admitted that he would be,
though he stressed that be could not speak
for Mr. Andras with whom he had not discussed
It was suggested that such a
the Issue.
discussion would be in order.
The meeting was then returned to the
Just complaints of our more Identifiable
minorities.

by Canadians
Policy- Mr.
present, but
Ottawa. His

i

CHAT
At CHAT's (CossBunlty Homophlle Assoc
of Toronto) annual general meeting
Prlc
27. a new Board of Olrectora was elected.
announcing the results a constitutional
amendment was passed reducing the number of
board members from tan to sight. The only
other Item of buatneas was a statement from
the Audit Committee bemoaning the difficulties

U
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Left- over

Cappon

Psychiatrist David Berger, In the Feb.
edition of the Toronto Star , responded to
Daniel Cappon'* virulent attack upon homosexuals which the Star had published earlier
in its opinion section.
Cay activists (primarily Hr. Warren
Hague) having pressured the Star Into
equal space, sf lorded Or. Berger Che opportunity to note that "Or. Csppon'a
statements do not have any scientific backIng" Countering Cappon's attack on gay
liberation groups, Berger correctly reminded the Star's readers: "The fact Is
chat the homophlle struggle Is still an
uphill one. Hemophilus still have a long
way to go to attain equal rights."
Further, In a letter to the editor,
no less than 57 numbers of Cappon's department disassociated themselves from him:
"We, the undersigned members of She
Faculty of Bm/iromental Studies,
York University, wish it to be known
thtit Cappon's views are net tha prevailing ones here.
It it not only that tha views vers
praamted without evidence and careful analysis, but more, that they vera
Mi' insensitively put forward.
Cappon *s views represent those of
pejfohiatrist, and certainly
not one of the more hwane."
Dr. George Weinberg, psychologist, and
author of Society and the Healthy Homosexual
also responded to Cappon's article; however,
the Star chose not to print his Utter.
We reprint it in part:
"Daniel Cappon is obviously a wry
disturbed nan, full of hatred for homosexuals and willing to invent facte ae
he goes in order to spread his hatred.
1 cannot believe that the Toronto Star
wishes his point of view to be prevalent
or representative of its newspaper. It
is now well known, for example, that homosexuals are not ohiH molesters. . The
concept of predatory male homosexuality
is an invention of Hr. Cappon '*.
freely invents a point of vieV which he
ascribes to honophile leader*, namely
that there is nothing wrong with seducing youngsters into a homosexual way
of
life. ..J assure you that Mr. On
has not examined what is known on the
subject and has invented facts in order
to arouse hatred toward homosexuals whom
he likens to rapists and lurderens."
•

.

|

Lesbian Panel
As advance publicity, as it were,
for
the tadlcsl Lesbian discussion the
next day
of T.'a Varsity ran a full-pag.
reprint a
Rita Kae Browne's "Lesbianism Offends
0.

Hale
Supremacy", the rami, and not so
sensationallstlc. title of the piece being
"Uomonldentlfled *«=". The discussion
Itself, s
pert of the interdisciplinary
coursa "Women Oppression and Liberation", held on
Tueaday
February 27, centred around the
politics of
medical Lesbianism and what being
a wcsMnldactlfled womb means. Iadical
LeabUnimm,

QA7

UKI2

Wounded Knee 1890-1973

It

ANIK
Homosexual organisations continue to
proliferate In Toronto.
Besides G.A.T.E.,
a nsv group called ANIK (ANIK la Eskimo foe
fellowship) held Its flrat meeting on Hondsy,
rabruary 5th at tha Holy Trinity Church.
Its
goals are social and communlcat Iv* rather
than politicalThe organliatlon offers a
variety of committees to tempt the member•hlp and prides Itself on being the first gay
organliatlon la Ontario to receive a charter
.11 a non-profit group.
Anyone interested In
ofoiaitlOD should contact Bert or
Brian at in'.-?:". 3.
Weekly meetings are held
on Mondays at 8 p.*. In Holy Trinity.

i>iP

became apparent. Is s programme for the
future whereby all women who seek liberation
must eschew the society (and SoctM
men in oiuer to rebuild Womanhood. Changing
the definition of 'Lesbian' and * Woman '
ale domination of power-structures and alternatives to this, the rearing of children
without stereotyped roles, and Che Implication)
of Radical Lesbianism to and with the Women's
Movement were discussed by tha large all-femal)
(gay and straight) group, men being relegated
to a separate group.
The meeting concluded
(after much heated debate about Lesbianism,
'man-hating' and counter -sex Ism) when the
Enemy Intruded, in the form of one lone, bewildered male.
On the whole, the discussion was Interesting, if not thought-provoking, especially for
the straight slsCers in attendence.

> itt had had In tec wring laforutlon
the Board and the Tr»»no'»r. so as to
utt a sound picture of tha organise! ion **
1*1 health.
Thr msmberahlp rotad to hava
stalled report of tha financial statu* of
organliatlon within a month. Elected
»:
George His lop (President), Nary
:a~Fr«al<fant and Secretary), Canny St. John,
:y Ualkar, Andy Splace, Kick Sutton, Doreen
laein and Tony K«rr.
A non-board uabrt

Gays meet:

.

Trudeau

Frldsy Hay 6, A Body Politic reporter, by somewhat devious and slightly underhanded means,
Infiltrated a cocktail party and reception held
for Prime Minister Trudeau in the Ontario Room
at the Royal York Hotel In Toronto.
Canada's leader circulated among the Toronto area Liberal workers who were attending
the function, and managed to appear only mildly annoyed by the attentions of plump gentlemen with cameras who desired photographic evidence of their brush with greatness.
Tour reporter shook hands with Trudeau,
and welcomed him to Toronto on behalf of this
city's homosexual community. He expressed his
thanks, though a strained silence fell upon
his entourage. A few limp smiles were mustered.
More information was given to Trudeau about
The Body Politic and its unique position In
Canada, and he was Informed Chat our paper was
involved In an altercation with The Toronto
Star He agreed to accept our submission on
the topic, and promised to read the material
which was then handed to him. He nodded vaguely
after your reporcet expressed the hope that a
letter from the Prime Minister's office would
be forthcoming.
.

..Hill

(O.H.R.C.)

Monday April 30. Representatives of The Body
Politic and the Cay Alliance Toward Equality
(GATE) met with Dr. Daniel Hill, chairman of
the Ontario Human Rights Commission, to discuss
problems of discrimination encountered by the
homosexual citizens of Ontario. Dr. Hill described himself as familiar with the problems
of homosexuals both as a sociologist and as a
man aome of whoae friends were gay.
Hill stated that though "sexual orientation"
was not within the legislative purview of the
Human Rights Code, it was a matter tn which
they were "interested". He stressed the Importance of preparing a documented brief which
would outline Instances of discrimination in
employment and housing.
Hill also advised that It would be unwise
to press for legislative change before the
public and politicians had been re-educated
i

to

the
Vie
Dr. Hill also promised to writ)
i

HAMILTON

McMASTER

-

GLM

:

Founded

Cay Liberation Is now alive In Hamilton.
The movement arose from discussions which
took place after George Hislop (president
of CHAT) talked to students at HcHaster
University last November.
Although the initial meetings were
characterized by a lack of certainty, th,
membership has Increased, and by March 6,1973
we were able to organise an executive committee.
Eleanor Anstruther was elected chairperson
and Allan Masters aa co-chairperson.
Othrr
members of the executive Include Jim Cameron
(secretary) and John Thomas (treasurer)
A recent "Pub Night" at the Rathskeller
on HcMaster University Campus proved both
a social and a financial success.
Similar
activities are planned for the future.
GLM is presently in the midst of a
membership drive. At the cost of S4.00
this year, membership entitles the holder
to a one-third reduction on planned social
events.
Meetings are held at:
McMaeter University, Senior Science Building
Faculty Lounge, Room 272 A, every second
Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Inquiries may be directed co:
P.O. Box 44
Station B
Hamilton Ont. L7L 7T5
Attention James Cameron - Secretary

The Toronto Star expressing his

WATERLOO

jver that paper's refusal to print a simple

classified advertisement for The Body Politic
..

:

OFY Grant

,

NDP caucus

On Hay 2nd, representatives of The Body
Politic and Toronto GATE met with members of
the Hew Democratic Party caucus of the Legislative Assembly of Ontario. The meeting had
been requested by The Body Politic collective
as part of a campaign to educate municipal
aod provincial legislators about their gay
constituents.
Gerald Hannon, a Body Politic co-ordinator,
delivered an address In which he outlined the
oppressive situation of gay people in contemporary Canadian society and urged the incorporation of a gay rights statement Into the
NDP's platform. A question and answer period
followed.
While the caucus members in attendance
seemed favourably disposed to the presentation,
they indicated that it was unlikely chat the
party would take an official position until
the public attains a greater awareness of
the gay community.
Just five of che NDP's 19 MPPs seconded
Che meeting: Kike Caasidy (Ottawa Centre),
Bod Germa (Sudbury), Bill Ferrier (Tlmmins),
Elle Mattel (Sudbury East), and Jack Stokes
(Thunder bay). Donald HacDonald (York
South)
was the only representative from
Toronto.

The Globe and Hall , a local Toronto tabloid,
reported on Hay 5th that the Opportunities for
Youth Programme has made a grant of S9290 to
a project In Waterloo, Ontario dealing with gay
people. Described by the Intellectual "family"
newspaper as a 'survey on homosexuality and gay
liberation', the project involves the gathering
of Information and the polling of local companies to determine their attitude toward gays.
It has had che support of Waterloo Universities
Gay Liberation Movement and the University of
Waterloo Federation of Students.
OFY officials were reported to have characterised the project as 'sophisticated'.

OTTAWA

:

Un-Civil Dis-Service

The federal government is the largest employer In the Ottawa-Hull area. Ten percent of
these employees are homosexual or bl-sexual,
yet a government report recommends blatant discrimination against ten percent of its employees.

Paragraph 100 of the Report of the Royal
Commission on Security (June I9b9) recommends
that, while gay men aod women be allowed to
work for the Public Service, they be denied
higher levels of security clearance and ovaracntireted pa ;
i
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Gary i- preparing a •Mil *
a few friends.
,«y that to i- giving for

?

t

china and silverware for and sliver caodiehe is still paying,
on
Tnese table settings end up
the dinette.
„, jp lormica table In

M

apartment
They clash with Gary's tacky
the gay world
and his small Income. In
^gements for the dinner party
elegant."
.uld be called "piss
to be
Pies elegance Is the attempt
and
acceptable (to others, to society,
trappings
the
of
means
to oneself) by
peccability. These trappings are
unconscious caricature of midis
class values. But the gay person
faulted because at some level
believe that resis been taught to
superficial
•ctabllity is to be found in
elegant gestures
I manifestations. Piss
and
handkerchiefs
monogrammed
1 Include
white carI colour-coordinated clothing;
flock
Ipetlng. crystal chandeliers and red
personalized
I
(velveteen) wallpaper; and
calling cards
I paraphernalia like printed
parland engraved invitations to casual
piss
ities. These effects are even more
them.
lelegant if the person cannot afford
Tsome piss elegant gay people are unaware
consciously
others
of their behaviour;
perform these gestures In order to make
,

.

Ian impression.
The ethos of plss elegance, "acceptability through respectability", refrom an unconscious identification
the oppressor. The piss elegant
i

Mark Freedman
ongay person is saying to himself, "If
right
ly I am proper enough and do the
things, straight people will accept me
as normal and thus as a worthy person.
Fatuous! No matter how proper, respectable or conventional a gay person is,
he will never be accepted by most middle class Establishment straights if
they are aware of his sexual orientation.
In their eyes, he will either be an object of revulsion and fear or something
to snicker about. The piss elegant gay
person manifests an attitude especially
common to gay people in the fifties:
"Straights are right in putting me down
because I am bad, sick and sinful; maybe they'll accept me if I behave in a
respectable manner." This attitude shows
that the person has been niggerized

—

NURSING A GRIEVANCE
Probably, in no other profession
male chauvinism been more apparent
We
In our centers of healing.
all had the 'pleasure' of viewsuch TV serials as "Marcus Welby"
leral Hospital", and "Medical
Renter" to name a few. The female
ishing about in her virginal
bite uniform hands full of bedpans
and linen gets a wink and a slap
cross the ass from her all-knowing,
Superior, male doctor. Even our medical units are not free of sexism'
he hospital situation, the
female nurse is still subjected to
the subtle and even obvious attempts
by the male staff members to force
them to act out their 'role' and are
placed, of course, behind the man.
|As well as healer, the female nurse
assume the role of mistress,
councillor and wife. Perhaps, as a
throwback from the days of Flo
Ullghtlngale's girls, the idea of
I nurses as "women of Ill-repute" Still
persists. "If you can't get a girl
nor a date, get a nurse" is a stateHunt which has been hurled at me
[since I entered nursing school
Natural ly, female nurses as well as
Students are considered all heterosexual, but. in my opinion, if all
esbtans were removed from the proJfession of nursing, doctors with
| their "lily-white hands" would be
left holding the bedpan!
And what
happens to the female nurse who has
high degree of professionalism
does not respond to the fliratloua overtures of the male staff
She can be, and la, subjected to verbal and mental abuse,
vsll. she must carry on whether
not the physician la 'convenient
indisposed at rather inconvenient
This battle between the
i

;

,

I

i
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Elegance
tauehc to accept Inferiority, society's
of his kind; he has boi
conditioned to act out a stereotyped
role society has created for htm. I do
not mean to condemn fifties st
people, but rather a society which denigrates a person because of his sexual

.

I

>
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sexes continues with the patient in
the middle.
It is not uncommon for a nurse,
in all seriousness, to ask a question
of the physician and receive an answer such as "ah, honey, don't worry
your pretty mind about it. But If
you really want to know, how about
letting me come over tonight and
show you myself?" Many a student
nurse who is assigned a male patient
can suffer traumatic experiences.
I remember the first bed bath I ever
gave was to a middle aged man who
Insisted that he was 'too tired and
sick' to help.
He threw back his
sheets to expose his fully-erected
penis and looking not at all embarrassed said, "Have you ever seen
one of these before?" After casually
replying, "Why yes. hasn't everyone."
I
left the room and had the male
Frequently,
orderly finish his bath.
while hitch-hiking or having my h.ilr
cut or whatever, the fatal question
I
Is asked. "And what do you do?"

orientation.
Piss elegance Is seldom manifested
by Gay Liberatlonists and other gay
people who feel good about themselves.
These people know that homosexuality 18
one of many natural expressions of the
sex drive, that it Is not something about which to feel guilty, sinful or
bad. Despite and In some cases because
of society's put-down of homosexuality,
these people develop their own values,
interests and directions Instead of being guided by the mass media or other
voices of convention. They do not want
to adjust, to fit in; rather, they push
to change society and its distorted vathe sexist dictates of what it
lues
means to be a man or a woman as well as
rules which condemn "devsexualist
the
iant" sexuality.
In a broader sense, piss elegance
reflects the materialism of Western society: a person's worth Is often equated
with possessions and other outward trappings of success and respectability.
These things are expected to provide
surrogates for the meaningful work and
genuine life goals which most people
lack. Unfortunately, these trappings
don't, and we are all the worse for lt.^fc
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found myself mumbling "... nursing
student" After receiving that answer, a volley of inquiries follows.
"How about a date? I'll show you
what a real man is like!" or "Can
you show me how to give mouth to
mouth resuscitation?" And so, I have
learned my lesson well. When aBked
what I do, 1 now usually say I'm
a bouncer at one of the local gay
It seems
bars or a lady wrestler.
to curtail any further questioning:
Living in residence for two years
with 350 young women can also help
open one's eyes to the sexist attiIt is not untudes toward nurses.
usual for non-medical students to
call up various lounges and advertise for 'beautiful bodies' for frat
Free booze, transportation
parties.
and MEN attract a few of my sisters.
Many of them arrive back in the wee
hours, looking quite tired and 'manhandled', swearing off frat parties.
Many student nurses can be found
working not for their RM but for
After years of following
their MRS .
their 'role', is it any wonder why
so many women think and act this way?
How many female nurses would
have entered medicine Instead of nursing? After years of sexist conditioning, most women who have any
inclination towards medicine, enter
nursing because it is a 'womanly'
Statistics hav* It that
profession.
more women are now enrolled in mediBven so, sexcine than ever before.
ism still rears its irrational head.
Hale doctors treat their female assEven the
ociates with animosity.
male nurses seem to receive more respect from male doctors than female
nurses or doctors do.
This constant
polarization of the two most vital
[Jiemuers of C'tG health team causes
alienation and the deterioration of
efficiency and of course. In
the patient suffers.

Julie

Mosgrowe

POUTIC

THF BODY

anthologies —«
required to renounce all Individual
interests and utoclttloni outside the
group and to conduct hi" life within
The
the group completely In the open.
transition from the kind of life prodifso
to
society
bourgeois
anted by
ferent a way of living night be effected over the span of a lifetime or
less, but certainly not instantaneousthink that the collective perI
ly.
ished from an honourable naivete about
This article
for change.
capscity
our
and many others like It are necessary
so that gay people can obtain the benefits of accumulated trial and error;
we have no alternative.
Del Whan's 'Elitism' provides some
intelligent and perceptive observations In two areas where Intelligence
and perceptiveness have been lacking.
First, she cuts through the rhetoric
which surrounds the alienation of gay
women from many gay organizations, establishing the necessity and positive
nature of this phenomenon without resorting to the destructive and easily
come-by tactic of putting down gay
Second, she offers an InBlghtmen.
ful analysis of the domination of
'structureless' organizations by an
Informal structure which concentrates
power in the hands of a few individuals. The lesson to be drawn from this
Is that structure must exist to proto do away with It is
tect the weak;
to hand over power to the most aggressive and manipulative among us.
Many of the reprints in Out of the
closets are classics of the american
movement, and these are always worth
in fact, at this
one more reading;
time tew of them have been superceded
In genby more recent publications.
eral, the contents of the book are Interesting and stimulating. Almost
anyone who is into gay liberation will
find in it a great deal to think about.

Classified

Of the contributions to The gay
liberation book only two are worth
Individual mention and I shall have to
break an/ rules for one of these, since
Louis Landerson's
It Is a reprint.
'France's ovn gay liberation' Is a
brief account of the Front homosexuel
d'action revolutlonnaire (FHAR). an
organization of marxist gays which has
dominated gay liberation in France.
The special problem facing french gay
radicals is that the left in France is
characterized by a suffocatingly doctrinaire marxism which has compelled
gay liberation to evolve its social
critique within traditional marxist
this, of course, is the
categories;
reverse of the american approach,
which has been to encapsulate marxist
analysis as a special case of a more
general social critique centred on
It Is regrettable that so
sexism.
little french radical gay thought has
been made available in English. Lanerson's article is informative, but
must be read cautiously, for it is
marred by a somewhat patronizing tone.
The 'London GLP manifesto is not
it folremarkable for Its content;
lows the familiar tripartite plan,
covering the what and why of oppresWhat
sion and the how of liberation.
makes It special Is Its manner. Most
other manifestoes which I have read
are militant expressions of defiance
in the
flung In the face of society;
last analysis, they are imitation machismo.
But the London manifesto is
addressed specifically to gays and is
set forth with a firm gentleness which
bespeaks a dimension of humanity missIt
ing from our movement as a whole.
Is worth reading, if only for this unique perspective on gay liberation.
The gay liberation book Is disapIt is obviously intended to
pointing.
be read by the pop-culture liberalThat is
left in the United States.
why it contains so many articles by
,

'

Active young gay requires part time
job. Prefer outdoor work approx.
H. Walker, 4 Kensington
20 hrs./week.
Ave. Ph 364-6731 most afternoons.
SOME GREEN MOTHS. Whimsical boyish
erotic miniatures by poet Ian Young.
S2 from CATALYST, 315 Blantyre Ave.,
Scarborough, Ont. Free Catalogue
GUY DIGS MORMON GUYS
Vancouver Gay guy (not LDS) 23, 6'
175*, Brn hair, wd like to meet or
write to together mormon guys. Am
Into outdoors, books, & music.
Would like to correspond. Write
Michael, 2S25 Cornwall Ave.
Vancouver, B.C. Thanks.

ALAS NO WHEELS
Hale 21 seeks same with car for 4
month extensive trip to see North
America - to meet others. Will
hare expenses. Leave in Kay Write Box 3172 Station C Ottawa, Ont.
Radical communal living for people
who want to overcome their selfalienation In a humanistic context
537-3922 368-4494

lc Is an end
counterculture.
gay Is good because John
of gayness;
Lennon s.-iys so. This also explains
why there Is almost no trace of Ideocritical thi
logy in the book;
superfluous for those vht» be
1 suppose this book fills a
cue.
need;
it serves gay liberation In a
crass, expedient way. As long as
there are millions who depend on a
hardCul of heroes for their every
thought, it helps to have them believe
that the handful is on our side.
Out of the closets is the better
of the two books and I have intended
It is bo
a favourable review overall.
excellent summation by selection of
some of the ideas which motivate the
gay liberation movement in the United
States.
By providing the makings of a
common outlook and drawing attention
to the greater matters which transcend
the barrier of distance, It may turn
many groups there away from the
Inward-looking Isolation which is the
legacy of gay oppression.
If I have
emphasized the flaws of this book, I
have done so because I am afraid that
most of its reviews will be written by
those who share the biases of its editors and who, for that reason, cannot
offer a just criticism of the book in
the context of the gay liberation
movement as a phenomenon which transcends the boundaries of the bourgeois
nation-state. Happily, I need not
fear offending Jay and Young with my
criticism;
if they are as patriotic
in their reading as they are in their
anthology-making, they will not read
this review.
They offer this book to
gay people as an 'act of love and aom';
It is unfortunate, therefore, that gays of the wrong nationality or sexual proclivity will feel
it more as an act of Indifference and
exclusion.
2fc
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Please include
We welcome your Classified business and personal ads.
payment with the ad. We reserve the right to edit or refuse an/ ad.
Hail will not be forwarded by the paper.

Ads

LONELY BLACK PRISONER
Want to correspond with Cay peoples
any race for a sincere and honest
I am 22 years old
correspondence.
5*11" 120# over sex I want to hear
from Cay peoples 25 to SO. Gerard
Davis 0135128 P.O. Box 69, London
Ohio 4 3140.
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Room-mate wanted spacious bright
room share kitchen and bath $65
call Anthony 925-7846 93 Major St.

OTTAWA ONT. Docile, would be passive
/active bi-sexual, white male, 40*s,
find that my tastes are changing,
wish introduction to the many other
sensual variations of sexual enjoyment including: Oral and/or Coital,
Degradation, Submission, Obeisance,
Coercion, S&M, HUd BiD, TV, Petticoat
Discipline, Greek and/or French culture, English Methods, Exotic Styles,
Animal Training, etc... Would like
to correspond, via mail, telephone,
and personal contact, before entering
into any type of relationship. Process
of mutual discovery will help determine success of my enlarged venture.
Will answer any sincere Female (under
40), Hale (over 40), Couple (over 35).
Can and do visit Toronto, Montreal,
places In between. Royal Donovan,
295 Frank St., Apt. 3,
Ottawa, Ont.

Photographer requires male physique
models. Please enclose a recent
Mr.
photo and phone no. Contact:
D. Lees P.O. Box 43, Etobicoke, Ont.
Day or evening work wanted, talented
& ambitious (downtown area) Call
Mr. A. Valentino 925-7846
The University of Western Ontario
Homophile Association is planning
to make a film dealing with homosexuality as seen through the eyes
Our
of the homosexual community.
hope is that this film will lead
to a better understanding of the
gay world for gays and straights.
If you feel that you would like to
contribute to our film it would
be greatly appreciated.
Contributions can be sent to:
U.W.O. Homophile Association
University of Western Ontario.
U.C.C. Building, Room 203-C,
London, Ontario.
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lor any gays -l.bl.S
create the situation
the Public Service. They
...pposedly trying to prevent.
these
,,, were -de .s to the extent
been applied. Replies fro.

...honey

,

reeoi.ndaItc.ns tad
Public Service Commlsthe Ontario and Federal
pollcie.: each case
slon. .aid there were no
.erl.s. Enquiries
own
would be ]udged on Its
for Ottawa Centre, on
by Michael Cas.ldy. HTP
received the sa—
behalf of Cays of Ottawa,
replies.
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what this
Very 'liberal' In appearance,
lef. In li»bo.
.can. In fact Is th.t gays are
and
.en
homosexual
of
hunts
Periodic witch
confidence In
wo.cn In the past give us no
pretend to
government fair play. As long as we
false face
alght and preset
bi
gay, we see
erlooked or tolerated. Openly
proresponsibilities taken away fro. us and
risk the unthan
motions pass us by. Rather
Ottawa hide and
known penalties, .ost gays In
image ol
relnlorce the lily-white heterosexual
our public services.
nonsexNo policy means no protection for
and a
uals! No protection means fear, hiding
of che puh
closeted existence for ten percent
bigoted and iglie service at the mercy of a
najorlty. The Federal and Provincial
governments are guilty of the oppression of
.

homosexuals!
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Gay

Fest

Cornell gay liberation hosted
on the
a three day gay festival
weekend of April 20-22. People
State as
from throughout New York
Politic
well as members of The Body
collective and a small group of
event.
Toronto residents attended the
The weekend was introduced by
(co-editors
Allen Young and Karla Jay
Voices of
of Out of the Closets :
topic
Gay Liberation ) discussing the
"Being Gay in '73". Over 100 People
attended hoping to be challenged or
inspired. They were not.
Saturday afternoon, workshops
were held on a variety of topics including: Women and Gayness; Roles
Coming
Cay Communes;
and Society;
Women s
Out and Gay Counselling; and
Lib and Gay Lib.
Approximately 300 people attendand
ed the Saturday evening dance,
potthe weekend was rounded off by a
luck brunch on Sunday afternoon.

HOUSE WANTED

subscribe to

Six members of The Body Politic
collective are looking for a large
house. We prefer that it be centrally located (inside the boundaries of the Don River on the East
Dufferln St. on the West, and Dupont
We would like
St. on the North.)
six bedrooms, a large living room
Maximum rent of
and dining room.
$400 per

• ral aenbers of The Body Politic collective gnnbol playfully on Heron Bay Beach on the North Shore of Lake Superior.
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